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Wistful and willowy as the
season itself, is spring - fresh
Annelise
Norris,
21 -year-old
sophomoreartsandcrafts
major. Annelise (Ann-el-ee-sa)
with wheat-blonde hair and pale
blue eyes is from Copenhagen,
Denmark, and has been in America for two years, coming hers
from France. Annelise is married and has a two -year-old son.

It’s Fire Minutes ’Ti! . .
NO

By JERRY NACHMAN
Like too many other beautiful scenes
in the moving pageantry of life itself.
the wondrous tableau of spring has become an amateur script of hackneyed
words. punctuated with sentimental saccharin.

Farnlilar
pack or

crush
proof
box.

MANS
TE!

Its drama has been acted before a
blind audience.
But the real story of spring can be
toldlike all other great stories of the
worldin a few words, embracing a
single idea and using the living example:
Witness some May morning the magnificent emergence of the Monarch butterfly from its cocoon; or the unfolding of
sleeping violet petals; or the spindly legged colt an hour after birth.
These are all tales of spring told in
pantomime. And yet each one is so complete. each one so miraculous, each one
no simple that in all three chapters the
entire history of man is revealed every
March 21 in muted elegance.
All three books of this universal trilogy have been recited more times than
there have been men on earth. yet Nature

herself is eternally young. eternally unsupressable. The rose bud does not stop
opening for all the wild shouting and
turbulence of man’s "progress."
What makes tier so determined? In
that answer is the mystical secret of the
spider’s web and the cricket’s chirp.
Because it is the beginning, spring
seems es er more radiant: it is no problem
to learn the story of an oak leaf after it
has blossomed until the day it curls up
and drops to the ground in death.
But why will a copy of that leaf begin
again on that same tree and on that same
branch, from that identical twig next
March? And the March after that? And
again some windy March day two billion
years from now?
It is both pitiful and sad to believe
so many men base come, have conquered.
but yet has e neser seen the panorama
of their own whirring globe. Dow many
billions base been too busy with the
morning funny papers to look at their
own life cycle mirrored in the technicolor spectacle of a butterfly fighting for
the sun’s warmth?

life begins a new page each March 21.
but where is man. self-crowned king of
the earth? Does lie rule, truly over all?
Does his sceptre extend to a Kansas meadow somewhere as a shut -eyed calf is
born? N1 bile at the same second. the
Monarch flutters once more from his
crusty house, the violet petals spread. a
lobster climbs up through the sand and
a honey bee lands on a five -minute-old
rose.
So the world has turned again in its
galaxy and benepth the dirt a worm also
turns. It is the birthday of each new
blade of grass poking up through the
cracked earth like green stubble.
It is the birthday of each crying baby
thing of the world.

ADVICE TO THE
LOVELORN
Q. "I hate women. But I
love wool. Is there anything wrong with this?"
A. It’s quite normal,
especially if you’re a
moth. You can satisfy
your longing by buying
scads of imported wool
socks at R A. Goodlooking. all colors and
only 75c the pair.
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LITTLE MAPITCAMPUS

EDITORIAL

It’s Official

Mr. Trirnillos loves the flag, he that’s all fine and good. Howeva
says. He wants it to wave always, many legitimate pacifist group.,
the stars and have been started or infiltrated
but which flag
h
the stripes, or the hammer and Communists in order to weaken
our
internal
security
sickle?
system.
Therefore, the general public,
Miss Hume criticizes Col. Buecha,
well
as
the
student
body, should
ner’s speech. If she had heard the
look
into
the
backgroundA
of so.
colonel, she would know that he
1.04 sass
called "Pacifists."
actually urged students to join or--Dan
M.
ganizations, but cautioned them
associates?
to investigate them fully first so
If they are equally rudely igwouldn’t fall or be deceived
nored by someone they have to see. they
by the commies into joining one
do they calmly sit by the hour and
of their vicious front organizaread magazines, or socially contions.
61F2LPZIEN
verse with their secretary?
It is indeed interesting to note
How about treating the students
neither Miss Hume nor Mr.
which you claim are adults with a that
Trimillos attended the colonel’s
little common sense and decency?
speech, yet they both have taken
Donna Smith.
the time to criticize it.
As for the Rev. Dr. Moon’s
statement, "I have never known
EDITOR: I think the recent disa Communist who was a pacifist"
Stop snonderlog
creet but unmerciful criticism of
what to do
where to go!
our campus blurting, and at times.
Roller skoung
rhythmic sound-producing, loudthrilling to,,,
..
Clean won 04
speaker is unwarranted. Granted.
swell recteatio%
not all the propaganda this poor
preKOED radio today will
mindless device emits daily is of sent music of the David Rose
C3e
best quality for the ears of the
orchestra, and piano artistry of
frO ’9’JAF. . NEIZ ROOMMATE- (11.41/ Manor
1525 ALMADEN RD
listening. bystander. But the purAndre Previn at 12:30 p.m. in
(opposite HawaHan
pose of this strategically placed the outer quad. Bob George,
CYpress 2.2411
11111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 communications instrument is to junior from San lose, will emcee.
maintain a variety of material of
some interest to the SJS student.
Secondly, this area is not conducive to studying, but to social
gatherings and conversations and
occasional restful postures.
I don’t think we have to condemn the loudspeaker. Try the
11111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 By JERRY NACHMANIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII third floor of the library where I
and for ARTISTS MATERIALS
LAST WEEKEND statistic jockey George Gallup galloped out am now. It’s quiet up here.
DWif7J11 Rexworthy.
you can get all your supplies
with a new commandment. Said George: "America’s secondmost pet
peeve is People Who Eat Popcorn in Movies."
just two blocks off campus
Balderdash. MY pet peeve is people with pet peeves and MY
EDITOR: Mr. Trinnllos says we
secondmost pet gripe is George Gallup. Thirdly, this is not an acare "threatened from the right as
curate representation of Aznerica--nobody asked me.
well as the left." I’d like to know
Eating popcorn at the movies takes in quite a few variables which WHAT right. We all know the soI doubt if Mr. Gallup has considered. For one, is he talking about salted cialists, communists and liberals
or buttered popcorn? Anddoes he mean the 15 or 25 cent bag?
are on the left, but 1111AT orgaBut people chomping on corn kernels in the flicks is not my
nized right is there?
main gripe by a longshot. The refreshment stand is prospering like
crazyit is the stuff on the screen which is getting had.
Since Saturday matinee days, the following jingle has been
shoved down my throat Just like the popcorn: "Movies are getting
Dublin to the Iron Curtain: Africa
better than ever."
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
At least they’re getting bigger than ever and louder than ever
not herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
and more expensive than ever. I read about an "all new" process called
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
"Emergo." Now although it sounds like one, Emergo is not the creature
Pasadena. Calif.
255 Soct.Joia (Box
from the black lagoon. Nor is he the seven -toed monster from Jupiter
or the teenage coyote. No. "Emergo" is an invention to make our
movie-going more realistic. Realism is the Big Thing nowadays.
The next move, I suspect, shall be to tear out the whole back end
of the theater and just let us look at all the people walking by outside.
Prernuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
This realism kick in silver screendom began about 10 years ago
112 SOUTH SECOND (at San Fernardoj
of Prices!
with a similar creature from Hollywood called "Bwana Devil."
Save Through Our Mernbersh;p1
You sat and stared through pink -windowed bifocals while they
I3th and Julian Sts.
tossed spears in your lap and tigers leaped from the balconies.
It was all very gripping and as realistic as Salvadore Dall’s
moustache.
Then came the era of CinemaScope in which Lana Turner’s earl
lobe took on the proportions of the Lusitania.
in downtown San Jose
*
I
I READ RECENTLY of a thing Walt Disney invented whereby
you sit in the center of the theater and the movie goes on around you.
All over the walls and the ceilings and everywhere.
Apparently even Disney has become sick of Mickey Mouse
Hosiery
Bras Girdles
Sportswear
Sweaters
Lingerie
and GusGus and CAnderellas at the hall. His contribution SHOULD
be exciting and may even lead to some thrilling gun battles right
Treasures
VEl)e
of
Paris
Durham Deluxe Hosiery
Hollywood
out in the aisles. That, too, would be realistic.
Gossard
Virginia Maid Hosiery
Vassarette
Peter Pan
Forrnf it - Life
(Sole Secret)
If you ask me I think they’re wasting their money on all this.
Kickernick
Warners
Vision Seamless Nylons
The biggest improvement of all would be to put just a little more butter
Yolande
Jantsen
Threado-Lif (Wool Hosiery)
on the popcorn.
Perrnalift
Wonder Maid
Best Made (Silk Hosiery)
Globe -Athena
Exquisite Fore,
Judd Hosiery
Lolipops
Lady Marlene
Sidney Gould Sweaters
Playtex
Claussner Hosiery
Adelaar Blouses, Skirts
Tr.,rph Hosiery
Melba Blouses

Rude Profs’

The Spartan Daily now makes it official. It recognizes what you.% e been going through for at least two
weeksspring is here.
For this special issue, we have "played down" the
news angle. For this one time, we believe it is more intportant to tell you what that "wonderful feeling" is you are
experiencing every balmy afternoon"spring fever," or
something like it. (Some reporters and students insist this
feeling is "love." However, we leave this up to you.)
In fact. we hesitate to tell you what Webster says about
spring . . . but here it is anyway: "the time of the year
when plants vegetate."
After dilly-dallying for weeks over a report concering racial discrimination in San Jose State’s fraternities,
ASH Pres. Dick Robinson said the other day, the report
will be due shortly."
We think it’s about time. If our recollection is correct, Mr. Robinson explained back in early January the
report would be due to Student Council Feb. 1.
Just what the report is to accomplish is debatable. It
may say these discriminating fraternities "have no choice"
but to discriminate.
Or. it might relate that these frats are doing their
best to revise their constitutional restrictions "but that the
process is a long and hard one."
We could go on with other excusesbut you know
them all. We know the ASH chief is FOR eliminating this
discrimination. hut lie can’t accomplish it by himself.
We are eager to hear the report. We hope we are
wrong alut its contents.

THE AMMER MAN

EDITOR: We are su otten told
that our instructors and division
heads will be glad to help us whenever possible. Does this mean at
when they’re
their convenience
not in conference at the Coop, or
at the railing literally "shooting
the breeze" with their also busy

Mindless Emitter

KOED Features

earthpeople

"Spring is bustin’ out all over"

wafer

by LOU LUCIA
If an editor or publisher handed the beginning of the preamble,
"We the people of the United States in order to form a more perfec
union" to various writers the style and editorialization would come
out like this:
Herb Caen (talkative style): Whee! The peeple of the U.S. in
rank to form a more p’fect union.
Randle Poe (former Spartan Daily controversialist): We the
people of the United States have to form a more perfect union.
There’s no other way.
Ernest Hemingway (simple style): We. The people of the United
States. In order to form a perfect union.
John Dos Pa_ssos for the labor classes): we the people of the
UnitedStates inorder toform unions mutt be perfect.
Jerry Nachman (Spartan Daily columnist): We the earth.
people of the United States wear union-made shirts.
Louella Parsons (gossipy style): We the people of the United
States were seen together in Lindy’s last night.
Walter Winchell (Rambling type). We (which means all of us)
the people of the United States (and we are in the United States)
in order to form a more perfect union (and this union must be perfect).
Bob Brachnum (sportswriter): We, the national team of the
U.S., will have to play together in order to form a perfect unit
Ann Landers (sob sister): Tell him, no, buster, when he coos in
your ear, "We the people of the United States have to form a more
perfect union."
Frank Yerby (historical ) : We the people (in .1776) had to form
a more perfect union -- because as Thomas Jefferson once said . . .
Aidous Huxley (society inspector): We the people of the United
States do not need togetherness or soma tablets, to form a perfect
union.
Rod Serling (TV writer): We (everyone enters) the people of
the United States (different costumes) in order to form (put union
commercial here).
Walt Disney (for kids): We, the beavers of the upper lake in
order to bore more perfect trees.
The Answer Man (Confused style): Do you believe we the
people of the United States have the perfect union?
I don’t know. Ask Dave Beck!

Zovely anti Romantic

Tell her to drop dead
with Contemporary Cards
The

Beta Kappa

,iT

Store with the College Education"

277 E. SAN FERNANDO

WE HAVE MOVED
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
VISIT OUR LOVELY MODERN STUDIO

ANGELO BUTERA STUDIOS
Commercial and Portrait Photography
FREE PARKING

A & M AUTO REPAIR
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
Speciality
Powerglide
Hydra-Matic
STUDENT RATES

CV 5-4247

colors

papers, pads and pencils

EUROPE

brushes

canvas, oil colors and easels

SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

C P &
SERVICE STATION

Judd :6

has if ...

FAMOUS BRANDS of

Dr. Craig Needs Debaters

Positions for three to six SJS
students still are open for the "discussion-debate" at San Francisco
State College April 24-25. according to Dr. Herbert R. Craig. assistant professor of speech and director of forensics.
Topic for the event is "What
policy should be followed with respect to public school integration?"
Dr. Craig said "discussion -debate" is a new and still experimental form of forensics activity.
It begins with panel discussion -several possible solutions being
presented
and ends
in debate
,,ver two final choices. The event

Spa2tanSailli

456 S. San Salvador

SKATE ARENA

A,40’wooz-N

No Organized Right

’We The People.’
Says Herb Caen

CYpress 5-5050

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

will last two

days, the entire time
being spent on the same subject. ’
Any student is eligible to apply
for a spot on the SJS team. Further information is available from
Dr. Craig at SD112.

Leotards and Tights by "DANSKINS"
56 W. SANTA CLARA BETWEEN FIRST AND MARKET STS.
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Two Lead In Gam Title Race

inds fs,.

Contribution of a $5 bill caused
the Gorgeous Gams contest to develop into a two-way race yesterday.
Bob Mathis, candidate of Chi
Omega, received the bill. The
amount placed him approximately
$1 ahead of the first-day leader,
John Park of Delta Sigma Phi.
Theta Chi’s boxer dog, Hansel
von HeifInhangabin, had collected $1.28 In votes.
Voting ends today at 2 p.m. The
booth, located in the Outer Quad,
will be open from 1):30 a.m.
Bob McKeown, Sophomore Class
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Stanford Dean Says
Courses Need Balance

’Future’ Spartan Takes Aim

No, this isn’t the new batting sensation of the Spartan baseball

teamit’s the son of the team’s coach, Ed Sobczak. Five-yearold Joe appears to be faking direct aim at a starting position,
but he’s really only showing that he, too, can get that spring
feeling.

Roos

officer who was at the booth yesterday, said, "It’s a cinch the contest is not a loss." He said voting
had "stepped up," and that he expected even heavier voting today.
The male candidate %%ha collects the most money will win

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Fair and
slightly cooler today; high 7077; low tonight 42-17; northwesterly winds 10-15 m.p.h. In
the afternoon.

the title of "Gorgeous Gams."
lie will be awarded a trophy
sometime next week. McKeown
said.
The Sophomore Class is win-wring the contest.

New State Calls
Women interested in going to
Hawaii this summer are invited to
a Hawaiian party at the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority house, 171 S.
11th St., 7 p.m. this Sunday, by
Mrs. William LaFollette, housemother, who will lead a tour to
the Islands this summer.

By RON BAT
.
- ’,:reater," due to recant
A "need fur balance" in the
number of humanities and science, ’ c..t.ulogical advances of the Rus: We pre securing knowledgn,
courses offered at universities and
ni 1105.4edge is believed to be
colleges is necessary in education
today, emphasized Dr. Philip H. power. The concept that "money is
Rhinelander, dean of humanities! r-er" is believed true also, he
nod, but "the good it does
and sciences at Stanford UniverOs on how you employ it."
sity, in a lecture Wednesday eveW.. should seek wisdom,"
ning in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
rand Dr. Rhinelander, "because
His talk, entitled "The Place
’s ’znowledge effectively
of Humanities in a Scientific
:aloed."
Age," was sponsored by Phi
Tie primary aim of education
Kappa Phi, national honor soci,, develop human resources,"
ety, and the College Lecture
-0 Dr. Rhinelander. -The
Committee. It was the first SolS
1,S
What should man be’
appearance of the Stanford dean.
"
shoald he live,’ cannot
Dean Rhinelander pointed out
’red by the sciences."
that "emphasis on applied science

FKINS

ISLAND PANDEMONIUM

Congress Okays
Hawaii Statehood
WASHINGTON (UP1)Statrhoud for Hawaii won
final congressional approval late vfsterday.
The House passed and sent tile statehood hill to the
White House less than 24 hours after it cleared the Senate.
House passage came on a roll call vote of 323 to 89
after the House defeated by voice vote two attempts to
scuttle the measure.

n’z--/A-1

With President Eisenhover sfsignature a certainty, the House, tc deliver the unofficial statehood
action signaled the historic end of . word from Acting Gov. Johnston.
Hawaii’s 40-year battle for stateTonight Johnston will press a
hood.
button in the governor’s office that
Hawaii will he the 50th state. : will set off a 21/2 -story high bonIt probably will not ,iictually eti- fire at Sand Island in Honolulu
r
e
r ar bur.
the Union
until t
sometime
next fall.
Jubilant Hawaiian islanders i
hailed congressional approval with
a blaring salute of air raid sir- I
ens, boat whistles, auto horns and
church bells.
At
Gov. tdward Johnston
30.4 et’ 11:1!11,. 41. ’,..-jteSt director
praclainic 1 a le:Ti1,,ry-WidC, ft%
day h..t.day minutes after the .,1 .S:’ ii J ..-2 High School Choir
House cificially approed admis- Fr,tival in December, 1938, will
sine rf Hawaii as the 50th state.
rtrrr ii %%ith a choir to San Jose
all t.rhauls were dismissed on- CI% re Auditorium Saturday at
tit Matolay. and government of- 8 p.m.
tt to s and oilier. buildings
Ibirrison is known for his work
"hut dirt% is as Islanders lllll red
with large choral groups, and
lain the streets to celebrate.
tours the country annually conAir National Guard jet fighters ducting various mass choirs,
scrambled from Ilicicam Air Farce
Student tickets are 75 cents:
and raced I., noighhor islands general admis-I :n is 81.50.

Choir Sings
Toniorrow

Spartacampers To Attend
2-Day Asilomar Confab
T ,01:r0ow mernite.:. 210 &IS’
studrios will leave for Spartacamp
at Asilomara two-day leadership !
training session. Buses will leave!
the Student Union at 7;30
Spartricamp, held each spring, is
Open to all students interested
in student government. This year’s
sessiri will emphasize moral and
ethical values csAcritial in leader- ,
ship, according to Jerry Snyder.
Spartacamp director.
hyl,ai Luther, manager of the
lapartment of Education in IBM’s
San Jose plant, will he the opening speaker at Spartacamp.
(lasing speaker will be Orbo
Brees, public relations representative for Western Division of the
’ Assn. of Manufacturers,

00’1’7"

olin ii ill talk on Vhat Is America?"
SJS faculty guests attending
Spartacamp are Pres. John T.
Wah,qui-t: tVilliam J. Huse!, vice
pi r sidunt Stanley C. Benz, dean
of studcrts; Lowell M. Walter,
pris. end counselor; Miss tzetta
Pritchard. housing counselor; and
Mis, Margaret Harper, activities
advisor
Spartacr,mp faculty adviser is
Cr. John Meryman.
ASPIRIN, ANYONE?
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
Shipment; of California wine totaled 8,732.33l gallons in January,
the monthly report of the Wine
Itl,titute merited yest crday.

4/kay4 9/46511
Be ure and
check

our

party and
club
discounts
that are
available

Fresh as a daisy and twice
look in something new from Roos/Atkins. Sketched from
THE NAVY SUIT...woc, flannel
with relaxed, box jacket; navy
and white polka dot silk blouse
and wide sash. 7 to 15. 45.95

as pretty...that’s how you’ll

our fabulous fashions for Spring:

THE FLANNEL COAT you’ll wear
everywhere! Slim styled grey
wool flannel with a detachable
white collar. 5 to 13. 39.95

k

THE SILK DRESS...square necked,
sleeveless, full float skirt;
cropped jacket. White dots on
navy or black. 5 to 13. 25.95

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

FIFTH AND SANTA CLARA

meg.
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Education Board To Review
Opinion on Fraternity Policies
5.

State Board of Education, members, in their campus meeting at
10 am, today, will discuss, among
49 other items, the recent opinion
of Governor Edmund G. Brown
concerning college fraternity policies.
The meeting, headed by Dr. Roy
E. Simpson, director of the State
Board, also will take up the following items included on their
agenda:
1 M.-dification of the approved
curricula;
21 The role of the State Board
of Education in the government
of the state colleges; This refers
to documents relating to the State
Board of Education as the policy-

Fi f teen psychosymbolic oil
paintings, depicting universal experiences of mankind, will be
shown at the 7:30 p.m. Sunday
meeting of the United Campus
Christian Fellowship, 80 S. 5th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Harald Clem,
Judy Price, and the Rev. Mr, Emmel will lead the discussion.
*
The Rev. Roy Strasburger of
St. Andrew’a Episcopal Church
will address Canterbury Assn.
members Sunday at 7 p.m. at the
Student Christian Center.
"Death on a Cross" will be his
topic.

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

*

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

’Most Beautiful
Luz Marina Zuloaga, ’’Miss Universe" of 1959, has just returned
to her native Colombia after completing a world tour. Here the
people of her home town have purchased for her a ten bedroom,
completely furnished castle.

Have Mom and Dad Stay
at the Best This Easter!

O.T. Student Invents

47) 101 MOTEL

Sandwich Holder

Even the Elegant Easter Bunny
is staying at the 101 MOTEL.
This is why:

j2.,N.

Close to College and Town
Fine Restaurants Nearby
21 Modern UnitsTV
All Credit Cards Honored
Reasonable Rates

101 MOTEL
1787 S. First St. (U.S. 101 So.)

CT 3-6553

...short girls
1,,,Nfor13 VHAri
74 SOUTH EIRSI STREET

...tall girls

e

They’re new...
and just for you!

$9.95
Black Patent,
Black, Red,
Write or Bone

Edith Henry’s
fabulous
wills -purrs"
$9.95

From 2V2 to 13
very narrow to
very wide

Soft leather; Black, Rei
White or Bone
Sizes 101/2 and over, :nightly more

TAB TALK ... the way this California Cover Girl
keeps tabs on her famous figure! A swimsheath
Marina del Mar tailors to keep cool control of your
curves in slimming, shaping, embroidered lastex
stripes. 10-16, 14.95

*

By PHYLLIS
Did you ever see a left-handed
plastic sandwich holder? If you’re
an occupational therapy student,
you probably have.
The sandwich holder was made
by a student for a handicapp2d
patient who could not grasp bulky
objects. Made in one piece of plastic, the holder consists of a Vshaped spring clip similar to those
used to hold music, with spirals
through which the fingers fit.
Miss M. Jane Lane, assistant
professor of occupational therapy,

MACKALL

gives such projects to students in
O.T. classes. "They’re supposed to
have imagination," she says, for
the students often help actual patients in the O.T. Clinic.
One problem which was given
was: "If you were an occupational therapist, how would you
help a housewife peel vegetables
when she had only partial use of
one hand?"
Solving problems for hypothetical one-handed housewives is
all in a day’s work for these students, and the vegetable -peeling
problem was solved by construct dig an anchoring device for vegetables.
One student fashioned a strip of
TODAY
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY, free monies wood into which flower holders or
open to all students, S142, 11,30 a.m.
"frogs" were slid. The "frog’s"
RUSSIAN CLUB, meei’ng, CH262, sharp prongs hold the vegetablos
3.30 p.m.
to
WESLEY FOUNDATION, semi -formal firmly. Another solution was
dance ($1.25 per couple), Founder’s fasten to a board the clip device
Hall, Santa Clara & Sih 51s., 9 p.m which holds lampshades on light
to I a.m.
bulbs.
ISO, social and dance (35 cents for
By making such helps "we
I members; 50 cents for non-members),
are working toward making paCufeierie rooms A & B, 7:30 p.m.
TRI C, spaghetti dinner, 5466 McKee tients as independent ass woodble," Miss Lane said. By being
PHI UPSILON PI, meeting, SU, 1230 able
to do some of the "activiP
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, 7:30 ties of daily living," handi.m., Mass: 5 p.m.. Lenten rosary.
capped persons are greatly encouraged.
SATURDAY
Therefore, students have creatSPARTAN CHI and SPARTAN ORIOCCI, charily dance (CARE for Asia), ed many "feeders" or feeding devices. They particularly encourage
Women’s Gym, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
I BAHA’l CLUB. informal social, 1091 persons. she said, and tCnd to
I O’Brion Cit., 11-12 p.m.
make them feel much more indeSUNDAY
lpendent and self reliant.
NEWMAN CLUP, Newman Hall, Sun -1 The simplest "feeder’ is a fork
day seminar, S p.m.
CANTERBURY ASSN., Christian Cene or spoon which may be strapped
tar, supper -discussion will, the Rev. Roy onto the hand. Some manufacW. Strasburger, St. Andrew’s Church., tured forks have one edge which
Saratoga, speaking on "Death oil a is knife-sharp, Miss Latin ex, Cross.’
SPARTAN ORIOCCI, joint, bowling plained. so that the laser may cut
inset with the Hawaiian Club, Fourth and eat his food with the same
utensil.
MONDAY
Children as well as adults are
PI OMEGA PI, 111106. esecufive of- referred to the O.T. (’link’. All
ficers’ minding. 3 p.m noonkinrl, 3:15.
FRESHMAN CLASS EXECUTIVE must hove a doctor’s prescripBOARD, meeting, Student Union, 1:30 tioh for treatment needed.
p.m.: FRESHMAN CLASS MEETING.
Toys giving proper exercise al
THSS 330 o
used extensively in the clinic. A
punching hag on a stand encourages children to Use both a "good"
hand and a disabled one. A spreial
scooter helps children use polio "rippled feet.
"We’re always looking for tn
which will he adaptive to theraputie use," Miss Lane said.
Lard< of Spilee 11111W ihnitS lii
number of pemsons w Ifes eon or.
helped, but the department is
0
locking forward to enneloreo,
goofier, in one of the buildings
now’ under construction.
ler Is:
The for
ildtf
the many 11,11(h,11
helped by the Clinic, and the,
are many bright futures in stor,
fur those who will be referred 5,,
in pure silk
it in the future hy doctors, wI
tare acteneirs and

A benefit dance will be sponsored tomorrow at 9 p.m. in the
Women’s Gym by members of the
Spartan Chi and Spartan Oriocci.
The dance is open to all students
and proceeds will be donated to
CARE for Asia, reported Cedric
Chen, vice president of Spartan
Chi. Admission will be $1.25 a
person and tickets will be sold at
the door.
*
A work project involving construction of a center for migrant
families will be conducted by The
Spartan Y tomorrow frorn 9 am.
to 3 p.m.
Construction of the building, at
Holy Spirit Center, 22 S. Jackson
Ave., is being undertaken to "help
in the education and family development of those who were migrants and now are attempting to
establish homes in the community," said 13111 Jenas of the Spartan Y.

Sparta guide

P

Four Associated Women Students chairmanships are open, according to Jane DiVecchio, publicity chairman. They are community service, calendar, Woman’s
Day and handbook.
Interested women are asked ’to
call President Nan Goodart, CYpress 5-9633. Interviews will be
held March 16, 3 p.m., WG2.

marina
del mar
California Swimsuits

185 SO. FIRST ST

1339 LINCOLN AVE.

make it a
spring
our gift to you...

free
piggy
bank
... with each
Lanz dress
Friday and Saturday

Gay and exciting cotton
collection as fresh as spring ...
... in both our stores

For the Bright New Look of Spring,
We Feature JUNIOR SUITS
19.95 in fine rayon

linen

35.00

Our beautifully cut suits come in A
large selection of colors. We also feature
two-piece ensembles. Sizes 8-16.
See our new spring line, smart and chic,
in dresses, suits, and sportswear.

"Shillelagh Shenanigans:. tint
dance of the year sponsored by the
newly organized Independent
Men.
Independent Women’s Council,
will
take its bpw tonight in the
cafeteria from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Featuring a festive St.
Patrick’s
Day atmosphere, the dance
rep.
resents the co-operative efforts
of
representatives from independent
houses comprising over 2000
shi.
dents.

The O.T. Club will hear Wallace
MacDonald, occupational therapist
at San Francisco’s Mt. Zion Hospital; Monday evening at 7:30 in
B72.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS,EAdi
545 S. 2nd. St.

CAMPUS MEMOS

A San Quentin state Prison
chaplain and a Palo All,, minister
will lead discussion groups at
Wesley Foundation’s 7 p.m. Sunday meeting, at 24 N. 5th St.
Bryon Eshleman, coordinator of
chaplain services for penal institutions in California, will discuss
"Does the Church have a Message
for Outcasts?"

making and governing body for
the state colleges.)
3) Tentative comparison of the
organization, administration and
functions of the University of
California and the state college
system;
41 Report on the majors in state
colleges;
51 Approval of the curricula for
the new Alameda County State
College at Hayward; and
61 Other miscellaneous matters
for discussion.
The Board met yesterday to discuss apprcual of elementary school
textbooks and curricula. The meeting today is being held in Studio
Theater. Speech and Drama building; it is open to the public;

St. Pat’s Dance

149 So. 1st Street.

CV 2-3888

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Quality Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Service
I Day Gleaming Service
403 S. 3rd

19.95 to 39.95

ASK ABOUT OUP
STUDENT CHAR(
ACCOUNT S

Downtown, 161 South First
Volley Fair Shopping Center

pen Mon. and Thurs. eveninis
a -Qn Mn, Thur... and

Fri. EVOrlf

InCe
deans," fir,,
lsored by the
Iendent Men.
Council mil
in the cafe.
St. Patrick’s
t dance rep.
lye efforts
of
independent
’Cr 2000 s,u.

Locals Shoot For World Marks Tomorrow
*

* *Gators
*
Pose’ 1’ * * *
Cal Aggies,
Threat in Some Events
Fast track, clear weather is the
prediction for tomorrow when
sari Jose State’s "supercindermen"
toy with University of California
San Francisco State
at Davis and
,Gators. at Spartan Stadium.
10.4 event is slated for 1:30.
This is the last home appearant e for the Spartans until
April II.
The visitors will hardly pose the
threat the Stanford clan did last
week, but both teams have a few
outstanding men and some individual battles could prove interesting.

,

Kent Herkenrath, ace low -hurdler 123.7i may have to hustle to
outrun Skinner of the Gators who
has been flagged in 24 flat. Carl
Maloney, surprise winner of the
880 last week, has his work cut
out in meeting Richter of the SFS ,
aggregation, who has rambled a1
1:57.
Maloney surprised everyone
last week by hoofing the halfmile in I:33.R.
Messers Norton (Ray), Poynter
Bob), and Brooks (Bob, will battle in the 100-yarder. The "Streak"
eye-lashed Poynter out (9.3-9.411
:

THAT’S NO MIRAGE!
THAT’S ROBERTS BOOKS!
Are you just
drifting along?
Step into Roberts
Books and let us direct
you on your course.
Select from our test
books and other
valuab’e reading
materials

mar
Visit us at . . .

ROBERTS BOOKS
125 S. FOURTH ST.

AVE

EMIR ESSENTIALS

fcr the well dressed man

Middishade Suits
Middshade Sportcoats
Rough Rider Slacks
Ma-,hattan Shirts
FhnDnix Sox
Hickok Belts
Wembley Neckwear
at Otto

Galbraith’s
42 E. San Antonio Between 1st & 2nd
open Thursday ’til 9 p.m.

LOOKING
leach
dress
urday

FOR
SOMEONE?

last week with Brooks a do
third, 9.5. The debut of the "world record-shooting" sprint relay team
could provide the fans with a little
more than goose bumps. The Spartan quartet will be gunning for
Abilene Christian’s 39.7 record set
last year.
In the 220, Poynter and Norton will duel again. Last week
both men were stemmed in 20.2,
.2 off the world’s record. Incidentally Norton has run the 220
in 20.0 flat earlier, but was aided by a tail wind. Two watches
even caught the Spartan Sprinter in less than 20.

, San Jose State’s frosts "mightij mites" will face two of the best
! Junior colleges in California when
: they tangle with Bakersfield and
CCSF.
Willie "The Whip" Williams will
be meeting Dennis Johnson of Bakersfield in the top individual attraction of the yearling meet. Williams has a 9.7 mark from last
A ,tt.k and Johnson has snipped,
the tape in 9.6.
. Both of these lads, along with
’ Tim Curtis and Jim Flemons of
the locals will toe the blocks in
the 220. Once again, in this event,
fohnson has a .1 better mark than
Williams.
Bakersfield College is an overwhelming favorite to capture State
Junior College championships this
year while City College of San
Francisco is the defending champ.
Earlier this week fresh coach
Bert Bonanno stated, "After this
week we should know just where
we stand." Last week the Spartan
yearlings crushed a season favorite Stanford by the score of
83’:, to 47.

SPARTAN
CAFETERIA
the most popular place
on campus!

Spartan Daily Classifieds Pay Off

Meet Chico
Today at 3

Southpaw Larry Williams has
been picked by baseball coach Ed
Sobczak as his starting pitcher
today against Chjco State in
Municipal Stadium. Game time is
3 p.m.
Sobczak intimated he would use
a great’ portion of his reserve
ball players for today’s game.
Sophomore Doug McChesney
will open at shortstop in place t.t.
Bill Inderbitzen. Inderbitzen
fted a spike cut on his leg in the
-; iota Clara game.
The baseball mentor also stated ,
possibly would start sophomore1
Hirry Bachiu at second base in
place of regular Bobby Krail. Mo,
tiesto J.C. transfer, Bill Nichols is
slated to open in left field, replacing Al Pimentel.
WES BOND
I
The remainder of the Spartan
. . . in tomorrow’s two-mile
--- starting lineup will be: Don
Christiansen, in lc he r; Ii m
schicmilt. first base; Jim Long,
third base; Jim Pusateri, center
field; and Emmett Lee, right
field.
Tomorrow the Spartans travel :
, to Stockton for a doubleheader
with the College of the Pacific
Tiger nine. Coach Syd Hall’s squad
will have football star Dick Bass
patroling center field and hard
slugging right fielder Ed Sowash
in the lineup.
Hall will count heavily on the
pitching of returning letterman
Bob Coronado for the West Coast
Athletic Conference games.
Sohczak has indicated he will
go with Rill Leach (1-0) on the
m
d in the first game. John
Holmquist. a transfer from Mndish.
is scheduled to pitch
the second game against the
Tigers.
Both games will he WCAC
league games. The Spartans dropped their opening loop game to
Clart

porb

Godon Skis
From Infancy

To Doorstep
Of World Meet

By GREGORY H. BROWN
Rolf Godon, SJS graduate student, has spent a good part of his
23 years on spair of skis. He has
made skiing a very large part of
his life until at present, he has
competed in several Olympic trial
ski meets.
Godon recently returned from
the North American Championships and will prep for the big
"Snowshoe Thompson," another
big Olympic trial tomorrow and
Sunday.
"II guess I’ve been skiing ever
since the first time my folks
nut on skis," tiodon confesses.
The Spartan, who is presently
working tovvard a general secondary credential in life Focienv,. and public education, In a
not he of Germany. Ile COMP to
the United States in 1941.
"Four years ago I decided to
go out for the ski team at school.
They didn’t have anyone to ski
cross-country so I volunteered."
Ire said.
Godon has shown amazing progress in skill on the snow. "I used
to run around the track here under the direction of Hungarian
coach Mihail Igloi to build up my
legs."
fiosion also pointed out 11111
the building of strong. lungs and
heart also is essential to combat
the high altitudes vv hich one

first love through in later life.
"I would like to teach skiing up
in the Sierra’s.
Gorton never has incurred any
serious injury but recalls a
close call some years ago while
Jumping from Mt. Rose (125
feet).
"I came off the jump all right
but when I came down I lost a
ski, broke another and somersaulted down the hill.
Godon, who became a class A
skier this year, h’as scored several impressive places in meets
Last year he placed second in the
University of Nevada’s Winter
Carnival in which teams from all

LICURSI’S
It’s a Good Bet He’s at the .

BaseballersFriday,

HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!
Under 12$1.25
ADULTS $t50
Sunday 1412
Daily 11.7
ANY CUTS
421 EAST SANTA CLARA
BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
Breniinti and Lunnk
SPARTAN SPECIAL
9k
Steak & Eggs
5.30 to 3
Corner of 9TH 1 WILLIAMS
OFFICE HOURS
Spertan Daily Advertising Department
4.20 pen.
I AS p.m.
Al) phone calls regarding Displey
Ad. should be mode between the *be.*
hoer,. (NAPlace Classified Ads
,$) Room IS, Tower Hall I

ROLF GODON
... Olympic prospect
encounters at some of the
heights at which they ski.
"I would say skiing really
isn’t a hazardous sport after one
progresses from the beginner’s
stage. Most injuries come at the
beginner’s level," he emphasized.
Godon would like to follow his

*

*
SPARTAN 111 %111.YS
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FREE PAIR OF SLACKS
Reg. $15.00 Contrasting, all -wool
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY

COLLEGE-STYLE
BLAZER ’39.95
Imported lightweight .
brown, black,
in wh;te, red, grey, charcoal,

CORDONS DEPT. STORE
199 S. FIRST STREET

Hear the truth
about Yul Brynner
Fell asleep at ...
Alley Barber!

with A.S.B. card
S1.25
without
$1.50

no extra charge
for crew cuts

ALLEY BARBER
123 SOUTH FOURTH

A Fact About Slacks!

Rousiti).
IS Tel SIAN
MOST IN DEMAND
AND Wt ,’l GOT THEM!

$15.95 to
$23.95
GREEN STAMPS
we give
tAern

FOR mEn

(Continued on MK(’ 6)

IT’S GORDONS
for
TENNIS SUPPLIES
RACKETS RESTRUNG AND REPAIRED
Trade in your old racket on a new one.
3 for $1
Good used tournament balls

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
San Fernando Between

3rd and 4th CY

3-0503

Fairgrounds Fairways
Golf Driving Range
STUDENT RATES

Santa Clara At Second

IT MIGHT BE

FIVE MINUTES TO SPRING
BUT IT IS ONLY TWO MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS TO

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
LATEST MODEL TYPEWRITERS
FOR RENT
NEW AND USED MACHINES
FOR SALE

35c BUCKET WITH ASB CARDS

OPENING SOON
9-HOLE PITCH & PUTT
COURSE
So. 101h and TULLY ROAD

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
REPAIRED
FREE ESTIMATES AND DELIVERY
124 E. San Fernando
(neat to Cal Book Store)

CYpress 3-5283

Mow’

41-51P.ULT

DABIA

1tr.9

Tricial.

ON 4N M=141,

Glovemen Journey,
Will Test Bulldogs

4M. IMMAIMIMN/41/1.1=1.4M,

*ports Drsk
By Harvey Johnson ...

Sports Editor

wiaed aggregation of a arsity and junior sarsit SJS I
THOUGH THE SPARTAN CAGE squad failed to impress many
boxers. under the helm of coach Julie Menendez. will meet lot the spectators during the past season, it is interesting to note the
local hoopsters received two honorable mention places on the annual
Fresno State tomorrow at 8 p.m. at the Bulldogs gym.
The Bulldogs have had three bouts this year. beating West Coast Athletic All-Conference dream team.
Forward Ned Fitzgerald and guard Joe McGrath reached the sethe Cal Poly Jayvees twice and dropping one meet to It ni- I lect circle
from Coach Walt McPherson’s quintet.
versity of an Francisco.
College of the Pacific placed two men on the dream team, center
The Spartan lineup for Saturday’s bouts includes Leroy Wright and guard Dave Klurnian. League champion St. Mary’s

placed but one man, forward LaRoy Doss, on the squad. .
match punches with T. J. Owens
Santa Clara forward Frank Sobrero and Sterling Forbes of Pepin the 165 lb. class.
perdine rounded out the first team selections.
%stitch
to
new
men
the
Some of
I
Second team selections were Tom Meschery, St. Mary’s, and
are Tony Faria and Frank Cas- S Freddy LaCour at forwards; Bill Wagner of Loyola at center; and
I
encounter
the
opens
tillo. Castillo
’Joe Barry, St. Mary’s. and Bobby Blue of Pepperdine at guards.
in what promises to be a rousing i
St. Mary’s sparkling forward I.aRoy Doss and COP’s lanky center.
curtain riser. Castillo is 1-0 on ’Leroy Wright, shared the Most Valuable Player award.
the season.
THE SPORTS PACE of yesterday’s Spartan Daily carried the
Omit. THE SPORTS DESK, in which the writer voiced his opinion
n the "precarious" position of the San Francisco Giants.
The narrative was penned by sports writer Gregory H. Brown.
’:rown’s material normally appears under the heading of THE PART\G SHOT.
Since this issue on the Giants could be controversial material
mong students of the Bay Area and the SJS campus, I will make my
Located Close to Town
.wn opinion clear.
The Giants could finish in fourth place but no higher than third,
,liould they obtain another front line starter. The winter trade which
BARBEQUES
PICNICS
Iti-ought Phillies Jack Sanford to the Giants and sent "Larrupin" Ruben
does to the Phillies was not enough to make the Giants sure bets
RECREATION AREA
:or the September classic.

seasoned veteran Archie Milton,
who will box an exhibition bout
with former Spartan. Carl Christensen Milton recently earned the
Spartan sluggers a split duke
when he tucked the final 1,Visconsin Badger bout away.
Al Woo, having suffered a defeat by Badger Charles Mohr, will

SENTER PARK

"By Reservation

-

SAN JOSE STATE College boxers are well represented in the
.mnial San Francisco Examiner Golden Gloves tourney. T. C. Chung,
dional flysseight champion, sat out last night’s bout and will meet
ois’ winner of the George Gonzales - Floyd Frazier bout last night.
Another SJS alumnus, Welvin Stroud, is battling in the 147-1b.
iisision. Stroud fought last night but results of the match were not
available to the Spartan Daily.

Only"

CY 7-0950
Sizzling

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

PIZZA

Ravioli Our

Spaghetti

,

"Orders to
take out"

6 .

s’s

Specialty

"The aroma from our genuine
Italian Kitchen will really send you"

BERG’S
New store at
52 South First Si.
is now open.
1
Drop in and see
our many
opening specials
in our Men’s
Department as
well as our new
Ladies Department.

Open
.
4 psarn, tso
Sun.m
urn.
3
12 noon to

COLLEGE BOWL

354 E. Santa Clara
CY 7-9961

GAY
"THIS IS RUSSIA"
Documentary First Showing
In Color
And
Bridge+ Bardot, Charles Boyer
"LA PARISIENNE"

’VOW WI IF

cw. 7-3045 0
"YOUR PAST IS SHOWING"
Terry Thomas, Peggy Mount.
Peter Sellers
And
"ROONEY"
Barry Fitzgerald, Muriel PaYlow

chete

SLATE

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"AUNTIE MAME"
"STAGE STRUCK"

! SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

Midnight! TONITE!
Sho

ON 1 C,

MAYFAIR

,i,"

PERSON jj ft,
HIS VSOISIO. Or

CV
3 - 8 4 0 5
it TH. L. 5, SANTA.CLAFLA

Enter our
Drawing for a
$250 men’s or
ladies’ wardrobe.

COLOR

Student Charge
Accounts invited

52 So. First St.

year.
Through the combined effort.
of SJS student Nils Bengtstaa
the SJS Athletic Departmen,
Spartan Shields, and the proltsional physical education frat,
nity, Phi Epsilon Kappa, the pH
gram is being presented for th
enjoyment of the SJS students.
Director Paul Clausen will hi%
the Dane gymnasts perform pi,
eision acrobatic feats in tumblin.
Danish folk dances, and rhythm,
The gymnasts represent the at
solute finish in Danish gymnastic according to Clausen. Individual
for the group are selected fro:
high schools and gymnastic ,.
ganizations in Denmark. This
the third such group to tour
United States and Canada.
Largest audience at which t
Danes performed was at Chicag.,
Soldiers Field where 150,000 pc
sons thronged during the I:,
Labor Day celebration.
The Danish acrobatic group
currently appearing before c,)
pacity audiences in San Francise.
Kezar Stadium. Following t h. i
San Jose appearance the Dane:
will perform in Oakland, before
continuing their journey to the
northwest,
The exhibition will last approximately two and one-half hours.
Tickets are available from Jerry
Vroom, athletic business manager,
at the Men’s Gym. Prices for the
performances are $1.50 for the
adults and $.90 for children and
students. No student body cards
will be honored for this function.

OUR ADVERTISERS
----...

Have twouble widing a bike/
You needatwicycle!
SEE

DESIMONE’S
72.

BIKE SHOP
for new and used bicycles
AccessoriesRepairing
S. SECOND, SAN
JOSE

3711/E PLENTY...
ON QUALITY FAMOUS

Dayton Thorobreds
Black
White
670
512.77
16.77
710
14.77
18.77
760
16.77
20.77
TUBELESS
670
577
18 77
710
16.77
20.77
760
18.77
22.77
Other sires at proportional savings.
Sports car tires at tremendous
sayings. Check on used tire values
priced horn 4.50 up sorer like new

15 month written
service

guarantee*
against SCOW., tanned be
shack keit, etas, nails
stakat. Ha
.40
44
imno

MASTER TIRE CO.
352 W SAN CARLOS
CY
5 6564

TRACKMAN
OF THE WEEK
Dick Backs has C":,119 man of the week by tr

staff for his brilliant
against the Stanford
last week’s meet.

Undefeated Netters
Face Gaels Today
DICK BOCKS
Compliments to Dick Bocks
for his fine performance.

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY

SPRINTER
OF THE WEEK
Rapid Ray Norton was chosen
Sprinter of the Week by his

coaching staff for his performance
last week. He tied the world record (100 yd. dash) (again) at 9.3
Known For Good Food
featuring Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs.

At Bohannon’s

RAY NORTON
Compliments to Ray Nods’
for his fine running.
1401

So. FIRST at ALMA

%
Ride the crest of popularity
X
and sartorial grandeur in your I
MOSHER S
Beachwear. The fit
?ets better as they get wetter.

/

et:1J

HEY...
Chow-hounds!

STUDIO
Deborah Kerr Yul Brynner

4

’The
Journey’

[Jai -J..
[MANSFIELD

Technicolor

-r-1,r,o>.e Nor
T04 j

!W:

f imbelies able grace and bat Ltiy:
g lemonstration oes.is
will be evhibited in Spartan Gym Nlarch 18, when the Dangymnastic tea perfor m at R
ish, Men’s and Women’sm
The Danes lune been traveling oaer the l nited States
and Canada since they docked early in Siptember of last

San Jose State’s top three tennis stars will be on the sidelines ,
when the rest of the squad
matches strokes with the St.
Mary’s Gaels on the Spartan
Courts this afternoon at 2.
In order to give the rest of the
squad experience in meet competition, Whitney Reed, Jim WatApparently the striped cats son and Bob Hill will not see acfrom COP are wary that the tion until next Thursday when
locals may have some sort of the SJS neiters go against highly
sorcery in mind because the 5-15 rated University of Redlands
athletic publicity office re- team.
The ’Redlanders have already
ceived a call from Stockton asking for Information on Spartan beaten the USC Trojans, last
splashers., according to Coach year’s defending national collegiate champs.
Tom O’Neill.
SJS has a perfect 5-0 record
The twice daily practice sessions the season.
instituted by O’Neill are begin- ’
!ling to pay dividends as evidenced by Saturday’s 61-24 victory
over Fresno State College.
ontino4r1 from Pane 51
Despite the fact that this was
only their third dual meet of the over the United States were vhyear the SJS mermen came within tered.
1.9 seconds of smashing the school
He finished second in the
record for the Medley Relay.
Snowshoe Thompson at Ilenren
Paced by Mike Roach’s one ly ’alley and third In the consminute clocking in the 100 yard :
Jumping and cross-counit erfly the’ locals won the relay try. Godon also finished %SWUM!
in -1:14.
In the Donner Memorial Rave
I at Donner Summit over t
DM Augensteln and Dale Anrough 26-mile cross-country run.
derson were double winners in
Looking toward the big race 1,,
1 the freestyle. Augensteln won
the 220 and 440 -yd. events and morrow, Godon commented, "I
Anderson placed first In the 10 doubt whether the meet will h
held if the weather stays 1 il.;
and 100.

Do).

e

oach
en
sistant Jerry Powell ittoe
berw
well pleased with the
pitchi
will send right hamlet. cellong ond
Ilaterri apgAainTstRtheNbil)zhy
o:earc,’

.

I he

loudest
laugh
round -up
in years!

1

KBM

4-;
’

tO_

San Jose State
OE.
ballet’s meet Cal (rush
tumorrow
aFrardsriField,r,,Berkel:., 0

The SJS frosh team will also
make the trip to Stockton where
they will take on the Stockton
College Mustang tankers.
RENT A TYPEWRITER
I Sensational Bob Wegman who
Special Student Rate
has broken two frosh school rec3 MONTHS $15
ords in his last two meets will
, lead the yearlings against the I KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando
CY 27531
perennially strong M11,11nc5

FRANK SINATRA
DEAN MARTIN
SHIRLEY MacLAINE
"SOME CAME RUNNING’

You need not
be present
to win.

Friday the 13th is a good dal,
to steer clear of cats, kit
the Spartan Swim Squad
will engage the College of Pa. dile Tigers In ti dual meet at
Stockton this afternoon, minus
any superstitious omens.
Ed Henshaw and Tom Robinson
will lead the Bengal swimmers in
their attempt to thwart the Spartans bid for dual meet victory
number three.

’ Gymnasts Give
Danish
t
v
.
c
8t
on
Performance

Godon Skis

"THE INN OF THE 6TH
HAPPINESS"
"THE MAN INSIDE"

Tankmen
Meet COP
At Stockto in

Frosh Teams Meet

Co-starr)ng ROBERT MORLEY
E. G. MARSHALL

Hamburgers

20c

Chili

20c

ILA Priced to Go)

Di

N.E/1S

Hamburger Steak 80c
Get Your Vitals At .

Veal Cutlets

85c

Chicken Fried Steak

85c

The Burger House
388 SANTA CLARA (next to miniature golf)

e OUTRIGGERS
Old Geld, Powder Blue, Yellow, Brown,
lintel Tobasco, Etc. 5.95

ALSO STRETCHES
Long /longs, Short/shorts, etc.

from 4.95

mosher’s for men
SAN JOSE STATE’S TRADITIONAL

SHOP

50 So. 4th Street

vid

--mu!

Is Meet

Convertnik AT EASTER TIME
Can’t Wait Spartans Resort to Sun Fun
For Spring
Friday. March 13, 1959
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Grassy Study Tables

At every point around the campus compass are short -sleeved men
end pink -skinned women, not yet tanned by the new spring sun.
Study’ is a wintry word which grows sleepy and dreamy if left
out in the sunshine too long.

Collini studio
the finest in quality

kN
’EEK
Icsen traeg.
coach -

o

0

CY 2-6362

We feature nationally
advertised gowns ... come
in and view our fabulous
collection.
Also formals, going away
ensembles, date and
casual dresses.
Open Monday and Thursday
til 9.

ay

First National Charge Plan,
Layaways, too!

ALMA

Free parking next door.

Iona.
CY 4-4450

36 SOUTH SECOND STREET

understanding that each week attempts to help approximately 100
students seeking guidance.
Dr. George A. Muench, head of
the center in Bldg. K, is concerned
not only with the variety of personal problems that students face,
hut also with the intensity of
them.
"Problem: range anywhere
from a student’s inability to
study to his feeling of Inferiority and certainly into ’fullblown’ neuroses," he said.
Dr. Muench became head of the
counseling service in fall
I Personal
1953.
’We were in a building on 8th
street, which has since been torn
down," he commented. "We came
here last spring."
Before 1955, SJS offered no such
service to students. Counseling in
the fields of vocational interests
’Ind education were offered, hut
there was no organization to handle personal problems.
Dr. Muench’s staff consists of 10
full time clinical psychologists, one
of whom is a psychiatric social
worker.
"They are here to deal with
problems of frustrations and Insecurity, and to help students
see them through,- he explained.
The counseling center is more
a treatment center than a diagnostic clinic, Dr. Muench said.
We’re not so much interested in

P’44:a

Monaural

Stereo

"COME DANCE WITH ME"

"GIGI"

FRANK SINATRA

Reg. 4.98

Now 3.38

ORIGINAL CAST

Reg. 5.98 Now 4.07

266 50.1sYSANJOSE
Opea Afo/i.gThurs.0 9:00

c

the cold objective, diagnosis, but
in the warmer human understanding that students with problems
need and deserve."
There are times when the !
Health Service refers students to
the Counseling Center after students complain of illnesses WI,
there is nothing organically wr
with them.
"We rim aeross mu+ people.
The emotional trouble takes on
a physical manifestation," Dr.
Domicil continued.
The center places emphasis ,
the individual as the way to 11
lution of the problem.
"The individuality of the pers
is the clue we follow to the sol,
tion of problems. If a person is
peace with himself, he doesn’t
have to keep driving all the time.
And still he will progress, but toward a more fruitful goal," Dr.
Muench concluded.
The doctor then laid down hi.
pipe and went to the outer on,
where another student waited 1. ;
his help.

72 So. 1st. St.

Phi Kappa PM
To Meet Monday

Our semi-annual clearance of wnnted books

starts Monday morning at 8 am. You’ll be
surprised what you can buy for c dollar or
even 98c.
Not used books, reprints or paperbacks, but
brand new, original editions!

San Jose State College chapter
of Phi Kappa Phi, national honorary scholastic society, will hold
the second in a series of monthly
membership meetings at 12:30 p.m.
Monday in Cafeteria room B.
Dr. Theodore VVerhaaren, professor of modern languages, will
be guest speaker, discussing "Lan.
guage and the Ugly American."

San Jose’s Leading Diamond Store
For Sweethearts
IMPORTS FROM SWITZERLAND

LADIES’ 17 -JEWEL WATCHES

IMPORTED

complete with expansion band

DUNLOP

16

95

TIRES
AND
UP

for SPORTS and PASSENGER cars

AND OTHERS FROM 10.95 AND UP

Pa44

JEWELER’S

72 SO. FIRST, SAN JOSE

"S\

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE BRINGS YOU
ANOTHER STUPENDOUS BOOK SALE

REPENTANT SMOKER
LONDON (UPI) Called into
court for playing hookey 61 times
this school year and setting fire
to her home with cigarettes,
13-year-old girl promised I
judge:
"I have given up smoking nmc

JEWELER’S
Orit’veJ

SPECIALS OF THE WEEK

a meaningful experience.
To many students. unresolsed problems of an
tional nature lead to increased frustration and to more
scrimp: emotional turmoils.
San Jose State counseling center offers a "talk -it-out"

grill Jaillioni

,///

ALL RECORDS
OD/MOUNT/

Personal problems that student: fare in this increasingly complex society must he resol
I if college is til

"STUDENT SPECIALS"
41 East San Antonio St.

dise.

By PETER WALLS

Portraits
Bridal Candids
Appointment Pictures

o

A local song writer once referred to Santa Cruz as
a "Paradise down neath the hills" in the opening bars
of his song. Actually, the Santa Cruz Mountains are considered by many tourists to be a vast, recreational para-

SJS Counseling Center
Aids Troubled Studenti

E CO.
CY 56564

What is so rare as a day in
June? Except perhaps a day in
March, April or May.
On the warm, sunny days of
these months a peculiar malady
spreads around the college campuses. It causes downmit topsitis. The symptoms are: sitonlawnsitis, beachitch, and enlarged
daydreams of the open road.
These symptoms usually result
In the patients developing the
chronic disease- convertible fever.
The Jags and T-hirds slip out
of their plastic cocoons, the TR’s
and MG’s shed their canvas shells,
and convertibles everywhere join
forces and announce to the world
that here is a "way of life" which
delivers the maximum in fresh air
and sunshine.
These convertniks are a hardy
lot. Come rain or sleet, or snow,
the tops must stay down once
spring appears.
You say you’d like to give it a
try? Well, bring your bum shorts,
your raincoat, and a parka, and
hop inthere’s always room for
one more.N.F:.

With Easter vacation just around the corner, hundreds of SJS students will be (locking to the resort town
of Santa Cruz.
Just 35 miles away from campus, this picturesque
beach haven might well be California’s answer to Atlantic City, N.J.
Like Atlantic City, Santa Cruz attracts thousands
of people each year to its sandy beaches, calm surf, overcrowded boardwalk and parade of pretty girls.
$
While Atlantic City is noted for its world-famous
Miss America contests, Santa Cruz is known for its
annual Miss California contests.
And, then there are the many SJS students who cover
the Santa Cruz beaches during the Easter vacations.
Already students are making reservations to stay
at the popular, ivy-covered cottages which line the
streets near the main beach. Others will stay at the
swanky beach motels.
Plans are being made to participate in all-day fishing
excursions, speed boat rides, and water skiing. Other
students will be content to fish off the municipal wharf
or Pleasure Point pier.
Although the beach and boardwalk concessions are
popular with students, there are numerous historical
points of interest. too.
The Holy Cross Mission, founded in 1791, attracts
dozens of tourists. The present mission is a reproduction
of the limestone and adobe chapel of the old mission
structure.
The adobe structures, the Holy Cross school, and the
Santa Cruz museums also attract considerable attention.
The Mystery Spot in De Laveaga Park is frequently
i,ited by .;tudents.

SPARTAN DAILY-7

CY 7-0920

TIRE SERVICE
COMPANY
802 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Spartan Bookstore
sefht

Campo

Sr’
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3-SPARTAN DAILY

Forget That
Sticky Tan
Oil, Lotion

ASSOCIATIONCANTERBURY
Christian Center
92 SO U ti FIFTH
MEET
Every Thursday .
OHT0’fiCeCsk
;96En.a.amt.
onbana
Arnold71

Cas ins may
Dr. Gertrude
have the cure for that sunburn-pelt take pills before hitting the

Episcopal ChNu.r2coh
Seary,:vouvii/9.er::2see.m5:. . takirDnntidi rnbr; nt

The professor of chemistry and
.cienee education, says however,
that the pills, tOxsoralen and Meloxinet must be taken two hours
before exposure --or they give unitosirable reactions.
Dr. (’arias reports that Americans spend 101: million dollars
a year on suntan preparations.
A recent test on 38 brands by
:: consumer’s organization, she
said, found that only 8 gave good
protection to 70 per cent of
persons tested, 15 gave good
protection to only about onethird of the testee.: and 15 other
brands "were of almost no

PhyJlis Mdckell

Which Way To Tan?
Suntan pill or baby oil? Judith Huntting, junior physical education major, wonders which to use to start her summer tan. Sun
fan pills can be used to avoid painful sunburn this summer.

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PAFKING
Ralph G. Calgneu, manager

Cypress

4404, t

FIRVPRobi CONEIERK:EIOSI
TELEVISION ElAeltiblif ROOMS

cofFtE st-73P

MONTGOMERY- HOTEL
San Jose, California

Sooth first St. at Son Antonio

"Your eyes are

your most important accessory"

DON’T BE HALF DRESSED!
ILI .411
(yid
5it

Dr HAROLD HASKELL,

An "Unlucky 13 Dance" will be
presented by the International
Students Organization at 7:30 tonight, said Chris Sheffield, president of the ISO.
Using the Spartan Cafeteria,
rooms A and B, the dance will include novelty entertainment. Refreshments will be included in the
cost of admission of 35.e for members and 50c for non-members for
the event arranged by Frank Dadcar from Iran.

Optometrist
Comp!ete eye examination and optical
service. late -J slyled glasses and optical
prescription
No appoi:itment needed. Eesiel-f Credit Terms
103 SO. FIRST ST.

CY 7-1880

CLASSIFIEDS
-. 98 N. IC-. CY

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

Fu.n. stt.dio

I and 2 bdrm woo:
OOPL
B
M1r. CY

N.:.
..4

To Place an Ad:
FOR SALE
’51 Pontiac Co. cpe. Exc. cond. $395
._Y 5.3155.

Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16 Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

Poodle pups - r-:,:aure. CY 2-7594
FOR RENT
Fern. Apt. CLOSE TO COLLEGE. Newly
de:. 3 rm., bath, suitable for 3 girl stuTrans. $175. RE9-09
’SO Ford 6 cyl.
dents. 445 S. 8th St.
Clean Rooms. Kt. pr1v, f,r boys 1,0r5 Light wt. cycle, 1958. 100 mpg. 80 P.:.
fore. $7 wk, $28 m.o. 617 S. 6.8 cy Call -UN 7.3589 eves.
5-8858.
Whirlpool Auto. Washer, Esc. cc444 S. IA, I blk from State Col. Rooms.1, Make en cffer, Ce’l UN 7.9242.
1,,,,se fore. reas. rent. Ut11. pad. Coil 1
Sell or trade cl.ly in ’58. 35- 1 -by’
CY 7-6434,
’,sin- 2995 Lecaye’te. Santa Clar
CY 7.3138.
Plush saw apt. April I, 65 S. 11th. 1 and
2 bdrm. Wash., water & garb. CY 3-0235
Like new, $19 4
Rifle-Winchester.
22
5723 ’n 083490
Attractive furn. lqe. apt., 4 s’udor’s.,,,
On,y $32.50 no. AX 6-3490.
Encyclopedia Brit. 14sh Ed. 119291 3
1 kIT i,Cu1n^ 995. 13’8 in ne
Furn. rms. Melo students.
Cesk only.
No drinking or smoking. CY 37

Fare. 3-ren. apt. ut;I. pd. 65 S. 9-1- S’
CY 4.5139.
Bunk beds, lockers, piv. by’s
515 up. 168 S. 10.1, CY 46’8C,

P,1 ’53

Dbl. rra. in col. mans co-op. $25 m

Chev. A ’ art -es. Bel -Aire. Gd. ccY 7 "238.

’54

Me,c.

Monterey.

150 E. SANTA CLARA

Two men and six women students dance in the film. Mrs.
Sennett assisted with the choreography and Dr. Spreen narrated.
The first version was previewed
by fall semester dance classes, but
the shortened version "is just finished," Dr. Spreen said.

CYpress 2-7726
FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

CANNED PICNIC
Armour
4 -lb.

2.55

SPARERIBS
Fresh, Meaty
and small

44/c1b.

LINK SAUSAGES

491b.
C

Fresh,
Tasty

SKINLESS WEINERS

49c1b.

Fern. apt. 452 S. 4th. Accom. 3 studen’s
CY 4-5085 or AL 2.3420.

-

Share 2.bdrns. apt. w/pcol one mates. $35. call after 5. CL 859
Morris:A
garb. pd. stove and
4th. CY 78324.

Men’s 4 -speed

$50,

Cony,

neon,

$4,41

3

up

-

to $300 in^ a 1959 Chew- .
r737 alter 6 p.m. Ask

A
WANTED

Main-Share 4-room apt. $25 53C 37’;7 Balaysitter wanted wlidys. Salary cc’
CY 2’570
S. 9rh CY 4.5744
3-rm, apt. comp. fort,. or on furn. Ideal Girl to share new derma 40. close
Inc. close to col, and shopping dist. Con. eel. CY 7.4821.

Olson drives a white Thunderbird which is set off by painted
sleep green wallops. Moon discs,
white walls, and long hours
spent with a polish rag, give the
car a Jewel-like appearance.

Bruce also uses a set of treetion masters of Jim’s making, plus
a Ford truck clutch, to help out
the standard transmission and 4:11
rear-end gears.
The T-Bird runs re-worked
springs to improve the sloppy cornering of the stock prestige car.
The coils have been cut to lower
the car and stiffen up the front,
while in the rear the leaf springs
have been beefed up, but nothin
has been done to lower the re.,
Not having driven the ear, I
would be of the opinion that this
suspension would produce an
understeer; but Bruer claims it
corners better than Jim’s Cor-

v:x.trtf
’i.
Arguments
of whose car has the
best performance are hot and
heavy. Discussions range from
which car is faster in different
gears to which car is the best at tractor of the opposite sex.
When the blower goes on Jim’s
car it should end the argument
about speed, but Bruce is talking
about a Chrysler engine for his
T-Bird.

FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH

St PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH

Fifth and Santa Clara Streets

Tenth and San Salvador Us.

9 30 are. Collage Bible Class
11 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
"Fidelity to Trust’’
716 p.m., Vesper Service

Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP

Edwin M. Sweet, ;wider

JOYCE WESLEY FAIR, OD, Minister
MAURICE II CHEEK, A:,:c’ete

CARL METZGER, Minister of
Visitet.on

L.D.S. INSTITUTE
Spells College Fun
STIMULATING

PROVOCATIVE

SATISFYING

You’re Always Welcome
at
The Institute of Religion
10th and San Fernando Streets

CY 74600

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
011/414/....m.

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL .......
WORSHIP SERVICE
_
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

.......

9:30 A ‘-’.
10:45
6:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
1100 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Seme.,ter: Philosophy and Psych.’ ii
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

NOW YOU CAN HAVE SNACKS, DINNERS AND
SPECIAL ORDERS DELIVERED TO YOU FREE!
ALL YOU DO IS PHONE CY 3-9459

Monthly Rates

CAR STORAGE

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS

When these cars can’t h.- improved anymore. Jim and Bruce
will probably start working on
new ones.

Until the "Road -runner" is replaced by another car, this reporter would give a driver on thehighway this advice. If a horn is heard
that sounds like the cartoon character. (Jim found one in a wrecking yard, and a maroon streak 1,
seen In the mirror, just pull over.
It’s probably Jim testing the blower.

d:d Newhall

Within One Mile Radius of Campus

ALL DAY & NITE

$12.50

NEW YORK STEAK

65

$ 9.00

FRIED OYSTERS

1,25

6 P.M. to 8 A.M.

1/2 FRIED CHICKEN

.50

FRIED PRAWNS

100

PEPPER STEAKS

.50

FISH AND CHIPS

.25
,30

CARS for SALE

BARBECUED SPARERIBS

.15

JUMBO -BURGER

’41 CHEV. CPE. REAL CLEAN

$50

10-0Z.

.25

’41

$50

HAM, BACON, or SAUSAGE
and LARGE EGG

HAM, CHEESE or BACON OMELETTE .75
ALSO FOUNTAIN SERVICE AND JUICES
AND DRINKS OF ALL KINDS

BUICK

SUPER

SEDAN

’55 MERC. REAL SHARP

3 rm mod. furs. 004. cc bus lien
port washrm. 542 V,ne $85.
Wanted-girl to share Inc. toe.
ethers. CY 71482.

’IL. w0"11,t bus. 5.

MUST SELL ’52 Cad.

45’

feature; it is what Packard calls
a floating low gear. This is a partially synehromeshed gear that
can be engaged while still rolling.
Along with the transmission and
a Corvette racing clutch on the car
are home made traction masters, a
self-built adapter for the transmission, and a set of pipes that
Jim welded himself. Plans include
a super-charger for the engine.

$1.50

LUBRICATION

-,ter new bleck
Cn.-k. CY 7.1444.

;

p.
re’.

motor

The San Jose Unified School
District is considering buying the
film for its high schools, and
many high schools have wanted
to borrow it, Dr. Spreen said

block ....se
1141tween

9:30 a.m. "The Plot Thickens"

Mechanically, additions started with a ’11 Packard overdrise
transmission using a ’38 shift
ing plate. This combination
makes a strong floor shift to
replace the Powerglide.
Low gear has an interesting

with A.S.B. Card

College rooming hse. 9.1ecbm., 2.s.5
15
poor 3 MI apt, ’
$21 950 ninet. CY 3.3773.
CUSIVIlett

"The film 4s the only thing
of its kind that is out and the
sery
have
been
comments
praiseworthy," she continued.
"There has been considerable
demand that it be ditstributed
commercially and we hope that
we will be. able to place it on
...the market in the near future."

Jim has put more than WO
the car, plus labor.

STUDENT SPECIALS

by owner. P1’

seat covers. $,
Duplett-duce. 2 bd . water and tgelo ud. ’52 Ford 2.dr. P ’
,
$90, 311 S. 21st, CL 8.7980,
23728.
Attractive Fern. Large Apt. 4 s’

Pre-Med Majors Lead
Sports CarByLARRYWORTHIRealm
NGTONa

By PHYLLIS MACKALL
"Studio 10," a modern dance
film produced by San Jose State’s
Women’s Public Education Department in cooperation with the
Audio-Visual Service Center and
the Division of Phiptography, is
being shown now to modern dance
classes here and in local high
schools.
The 10-minute, 16mm film with
color and sound was produced and
directed by Dr. Hildegard L
Spreen, professor of physical education, and Mrs. Elizabeth Sen@nett, former SJS modern dance
instructor.

(Quakers)

11 a.m. Sunday
1041 Morse

750,000 passengers fly between
Los Angeles and San Francisco
yearly, making this the busiest
air route in the nation.

Leaning against his metallic maroon Corvette is Jim Stanford,
chatting with fellow pre-med major Bruce Olson who sits in his
white Thunderbird. Both are from Ventura.

Rector

FRIENDS MEETING

BUSY SKY-L.A.-S.F.
LONG BEACH (UPI) - Almost

Spring Sports Car Life

"It IN the first film this department has made," Dr. Spreen
said, adding that studio 10 is
the 8,15 modern dance studio
where the film was made.

558 S 5th, CY 7.1615.

Cal; CY 7-3656 after 6 0 m.

-Spartatoto by Charlies S. Hinds

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Convertible 1-Bird, 55 Robins f
P 3’ d,t;:e wall tires
’n
"-I
975. See at 33’
or aPer 6 on we.

tsk

$35 mo. apt. only, 2.rrn. apt
Sove. refr. 731 S. 3rd, Art. 2

inom

College Makes
Own Movie

ISO Unlucky ’13’
Dance Tonight

CONSULT

tso:

Morning

Custom sports cars are rare
birds on campus, but Jim Stanford’s "Road -runner" Corvette and
Bruce Olson’s Thunderbird are
rare birds of fine feather.
To fairskinned persons, Dr.
Jim and Bruce are pre-med maOray gives this note of warning: jors, who grew up together in Venwith
fair
complexions
"Persons
tura. They now share a house on
should be a little careful about
15th street and work at Agnews
heavy exposures over long perState Hospital full time. Both Jim
iods. They have a greater susand Bruce have worked on cars
ceptability to actinic cancer
as a hobby since they started driv(cancer of the skin) around the
ing.
lips and Incr."
Jim’s Corvette Is done in metalIre notes. however, that actinic lic maroon, with gold racing
cancer, progresses slowly and may stripes. Starting with a ’56 Corbe treated with success.
vette complete with Powerglide.
Therefore, modern sunworshiptiers may someday give up their
old notions of using such things
as strong tea or vinegar, and may
throw away lotions, creams, oils
I and greases in favor of 8MOP pills.

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL
for

value."
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, director of
the Student Health Service says
, there are "medical doubts cast
upon the advisability of being a
sunworshipper."
Ito adds, "There may be some
question, but I feel that it’s been
going on since the beginning of
time, and the danger is minimal.
Lung cancer and smog are probably more dangerous -except to
t he fairskinned."

",

First

$750

Natl Charge Plan

BREHM BROS. SERVICE
Ith ;Ind SAN ITRNANDO

T-BONE"

.65

Be Sure and Ask About Our Student Meal Ticket!

ACE LUNCHEON

478 S. TENTH
OPEN
6 am..12 p.m.

SUNDAYS
a.m. 12 P’N’
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Why Not TV Lectures
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To Santa Cruz Beach?
By ED HOLLAND
A schedule of "classes at the
Cffilid N. printed and this
way a student, who for example
happened to be at the beach
while his 2:30 history class Is in
session, wouldn’t miss a thing.
By lounging on the part of the
beach where a TN. set is tuned
in on his history professor, he’d
not only garner a stimulating
lecture but also obtain a healthy
suntan.
Now is there any conceivable
reason why a system like this
wouldn’t work? With such a
scheme in practice isn’t It plain
logic that this spring more students would see and hear their instructor’s’ lectures than ever before?
When onf. considers that
courses are being suceesstaily
televised to San Jose hOILIMPA4111.4.
ste can’t help feeling that
courses could be as easily televised to SLIM beachcombers.
Who knows, this latter group
might even turn out to be the
lail;er audience.

Everyone agrees that an epitakes place
demic of class -cutting
tory spring semester with sunny
of Santa C11.11
days and thoughts
scholarly booktenlpting the most
the beach.
sonm away to
at the beach
Spartan
the
Now
hos undoubtedly rationalized that
kis schoolwork will suffer without
pie benefit of the sun’s valuable
Vititmln D. or that he’ll become
’social misfit if isolated from the
companionship of other student
leachcombers.
HOWMer. Instructors must
kave a different idea since everyone knows that more students fall courses during spring
selnester than in the fall.
To keep everybody happy here’s
the solution this reporter is proposing: "Why not televise each
instructor’s afternoon lecture durlag the remainder of spring semester?"
Then why not section off the
beach at Santa Cruz into "class-

iFYING

That Old Spring Fever Hits Campus Again;
Spartan Casualty List Grows Day by Day
The first sign of spring fever is,
of course, the spring issue of the
Spartan Daily.
The second sign, however, is
something that should be discouraged with something more than
vehemence. This sign has not es-

caned the attention of the physician, nor has the average student
ignored it. Both have observed, indeed experienced, workings of the
dread omen, and have given it a
label that is not inappropriate:
Spring Fever

Its effects are painfully evident. Bodies are strewn about
the campus, important work is
going undone, and alas, the very
campus Is undergoing periodic
evacuations. Santa Cruz becomes the place of refuge, and

the good old SJS campus is
left in the sun to bake.
Under such conditions, against
such odds, we must plod along,
pretending to be academic, vainly
trying to absorb lectures.

What could be less attractive to
the stricken (though still keen,
young minds of today’s youth,
than the problems of city-state
relations, and the question of
and the ukes whether or not a home-rule charthe sound of ter is better than tight state conold, familiar trol of city government?
then a kingsWho, frankly, could rare less

It Happens Every Spring

CV 7-7600

UST
TS

AND

Looking dapper for spring are Am four jaunty gentlementheir
apparel from Moshers. Left to right are Mickey Carhart, John
K
Larry Genzel and Ed McCarthy.
Spartaisto by Jim ealdiein

Carol Sandell looks as spring-ish as the flowers
in her hat. Dick Robinson wears a conservative
ivy league suit. Outfits from Roos/Atkins.

Carol Veith relaxes on the lawn of the Inner Quad to chat with
Betty Kacz. Miss Veith’s rick -rack -trimmed sun dress and Miss
Kacz’ checked outfit, both from Stuarts.
Spartafefo by Scott Tamer

By NICK ELDERS
Geologically speaking, if you
take some shale, granite, badestone, mica, felspar, sandstone, and
a few others, grind finely, and add
NaC1+1;10, you have a beach.
Add to this recipe a warm.
soothing sun, a pinch or two of
college itudent, tr,,m San Jose
State, ard you have SPRING and
FUN in large quantities.
Thee Mr) end products cause a
chain reactim which starts a flood
of Model "A’s," Jags, Chevies,
and other insundry types of vehicles flowing over the hill to Santa
Cruz when the weekend sun pops
up in the east.
A tlip to :ny of the local beaches. be it Santa Cruz Monterey or
Half Moor Bey, usually vt ill reveal
a profusi3n of Spartans engaging

In a multitude a sp.a Is.
At Lighthouse Point in Santa
Cruz one sees an army of surfers
riding the three -to-four-foot crests
from the tip of land stretching
around the point. A game of football between a group of Bermuda
clad guys and gals is in full swing
on the main beach. And to the
south, the sunworshippers lie supinely still, scaking up the sun’s
tanning, healthful rays.

Ing fires spring up,
can be heard over
voices singing the
songs (and now and
ton trio number.)

The dinner is over, the couples
dance a little to the tune issuing
from the portable radios, and its
time to go back over the hill to
San Josethe end of another
balmy day at the beach.

rebels?
an
iota
Who could care
whether Arab Nationalists are being plotted against by Jordanian
scoundrels?
Who, in these abnormal times,
could force himself to care
whether or not San Francisco
votes itself a new freeway?
Who could think of anything
besides the over used, but still
appropriate springish scenes of
scantily clad beauties lolling
about sniffing daisies and dandelions?

whether N. Khrushchev sends
Happily, no remedy yet has been
another note to our leader,
Dwight? Who, In the wake of found for this gay plague. Its
swath is wide, its toll costly; its
the spring fever epidemic, could [
spirit ruthless. There is no dework up much of a sweat over fense, alackaday, but to bend with
the fate of northern Iraqi
s forces.

Fut ther south toward Monterey
a Land cf dJuntless skin divers
can be seen strapping on their
tanks, adjusting flippers and
masks, and scanning the foaming
surface for underwater action.
As the sun sets in the west,
blending its rays with the golden
tanned bodies on the beach, cook -

eY-4 What Snie

P.M.
P.M.

SPRINGTIME IS RINGTIME at Proctor’s! Young hearts are singing in
tune with the meadow larks. And bright new diamond rings will
be twinkling on third finger, left hand!
It happens every Springand every Spring more and more wise
young folks choose their diamond rings from Proctor’s magnificent
selection. Word has been passed around that rings are lovelier,
more distinctive, at Proctor’s. And what values, too!
So come to Proctor’s. Remember, you can take up to a full yea:
to pay. Prices are the same, cash or credit. Nut a penny extra.

RCH
an Antonio

Choose this solitaire
sioo to ssoo
...priced according it the diamond
Proctor’s recommends the design shown here. it
is today’s version of the classic Tiffany setting. An
elegantly simple 14K gold mounting, glorifying a
single diamondin unquestionably good taste.
Dollar.wise, this design has many advantages.
Because the all-important center diamond is the
only diamond, it is larger and finer than if part of
the cost went into surrounding diamonds.

Antonio

NO MONEY DOWN

c<t

Wink
it

qenanc,cirectent...
Impala Sport Coupelike every Chevyhas Safety Plate Glass all area
1.25
1.00
.75
.30
ETTE .75
JUICES

,t1
4
1AYS
12 Pm’

Chevy slops quickest... goes farthest on a gallon!
Chevy showed the best brakes of the
loading low-priced three in a test of
repeated stops at highway speeds conducted and certified by NASCAR*.
Chevy also won over the other two in
S NASCAR economy runwith the
highest gas mileage for fi’s and V8’s at
ornising speeds of just over 55 miles
an hour.

Here’s a car that knows how to get
the most out of a gallon. And it’s the
only car in its field to bring you
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines -6 and V8. This means
smoother, quieter performance for you.
There are many other advances just
as fundamental as the efficiency of
Chevrolet’s engines and the depend-

ability of its new brakes (with more lining area than any other low-priced car).
But why not stop by your dealer’s and
let Chevy do its own sweet talking!

..,Valiortn! A rancialion for Sbek (’or Adronernes.
md Kr.rareh.

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisalearly delivery!

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Open
Mon. & Thurs. Nites
’til 9

91 SO. FIRST STREET

4r co

)eweiets
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The Chemise Is Dead
And No One Cares
By LOUISE CLOUSE
Also veo smart this season N
Ne::t only to iii’ summer sun’s
brilliance are b.’ ht oranges and I the shirtmaker dress. Physical and
blues which bright ’n campus material changes are being made
spoitswear this spring.
In the figure now because the cheThe all-year-round ever popular
Bermuda shorts are first in favor- mise is definitely out and the painites. Falling in as close seconds ful, but realistically slenderizing
are the capri and short shorts in sheath is back.
the easy-iron Tarpon material this
What with such attention being
year.
Matching shoulder-strap blouses given to feminine campus wear,
In gay prints and crisp candy Joe -clothes - conscious - College is
stripes will be seen with full cot- not to be underestimated. Conton swinging skirts as well as with trasting women’s high blues and
capris and Bermudas.
oranges are dirty grey sweatshirts
Two-piece box-pleated matching
with popular tan-colored, frayedseparates will earn admiring
Bermudas, complete with
e
glances. But No. 1 on springs edged
style sheet is the all white Arnel "swinging" shower shoes.
cotton pleated skirt.
The sunny days ahead look gay.

4M-

GTA’
Delicious Hot Dogs
Real Italian Sausage
Juicy Steaks on French Roll
Best Burgers in Town

ON SANTA CLARA BETWEEN 4th and 5th

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER
lat

By MARJORIE N1CKSON
Easter bonnets and hair styles
might well be dubbed the "sodafountain look" this spring, with
cherry fizz-colored straw hats and
"bubble" line haircuts featured by
milliners and beauticians.
A choice of styles and colors to
tempt anyone’s imagination has
emerged in spring hats and hairdos.
The "bubble line" and the Empire look are the most popular
hair styles now, according to local
shops. The "bubble line" features
a one-direction curl with most of
the hair combed forward toward
the face. Smoother than the Empire, the "bubble" requires more
careful grooming.
The Empire look is a short bouffant style. The hair is cut two to
three inches in length and given
a soft permanent to add body. Often emphasized by the "headache"
band, the Empire has managed to
survive the whims of fashion since
last fall.
"How about a ride?" This appears to be whai Susan Wills, wearPonytails and chignons, long the
ing a Hawaiian print sun shirt, seems to be asking Carol Van Vliet,
choice of those who want to keep
in matching jacket and pedal pushers. Clothes are from Stuarts.
their hair long. undoubtedly will
Spartafoto by Scott Turner
increase in popularity as the
weather becomes warmer.
The coed’s best guide to a hair
style is still her individual taste
and needs, however.
Hats, as important to a Sunday
costume as jewelry, are appearing
in brilliant colored straw. Strawberry ice cream pink, cherry fizz.
and sapphire blue are among the
By JOANNE OSMAN
best selling colors.
Sunning on the beach, climbing mountain peakswhere will this
Hat styles are relatively unchanged from fall, although the
spring vacation find you?
- To learn what a cross-section of SJS students will be doing, this
Spartan Daily reporter took a totally unscientific, totally unrepresentative, totally unorthodox poll.
The poll, together with its astounding findings, shows that Spart:,,.
students will be busy this vacationbusy at play, busy at work, C
busy at stc.rlying. Ore of the most
A second person planning I.
popular spots seems to be Yosemite this time of year, with the visit Yosemite is Elizabeth Jordan,
beach and seashore running a a junior majoring in nursing. S’
close second.
Marlon Reynaud, a senior art
major announced: "I’m going to
take, a trip to Hoberg’s in Lake
County to size up the place.for
summer. I also went to add high
belts to my old chemises to give !

What Are YOU Doing
This Spring Vacation?

LARK’S

Stan &
Isabel’s

No ’Headache’ for Easter

4

aransagenim

sailor qr Breton line is featured+----this spring. A revival of the oldfashioned, wide-brimmed picture
hat seems possible, milliners say.
particularly later in the year.

7,1r-

With the advent of new hair
dyes to complement the styles, the
presence of jewel -toned nylons,
and the popularity of colored hats,
the lady of fashion can lead this
year’s Easter parade the same
color head to toe.
-

NowOpen

Every mot .
First Show 9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat. 8:45 p rn.

A Violet Spring
Violet blooms as the top fashion

color for spring.
IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ CAREFILL1
THREE CENTRUIES OF BALLET
new $2.98
C. Conyn ($6.50)
WORLD’S GREATEST POKER STOLe
$3 95i only $1.98
RIES by D.
LINCOLN AS THEY SAW HIM in.,.
only $2.98
bY H. MOriang (56)

VILLAINS &
by Coblenir

VIGILANTES

($S)
r-- S2 qg
SIGN OF JONAS, Jow
as Merton ($3,50)
r - S Q3
MARQUIS di SADE br
($3)
now ,.-. S.93
HEAR THE TRAIN BLOW by 136nr,
FRENCH ART OF THE 18thr CEN.
$5.95 TURY (S1750)
Cleig (was $12,75)
non $sts
AMERCIAN SCIENCE & INVEN- BOOK OF KITCHEN AND BATHROOM IDEAS. Illust! (5115) $iao
TION by Wildcn ($101.. only $4.95
Hundreds mere to select fromFiction. travel, biography, children’s Isocs,
religion, music, art, etc. See these now books at bargain prices, n,.

Jose Book Shop. Corms early for

at San’

good cholas!

If you want book, ANY bookask us about itchances are we rir. ,.
you immediate imformation as to price, exact title and ayailmo,
we don’t hare it, we can get it for you promptly. If its ou,,cf-er
may Still be able - get you a good second.hand copy.

ral
91/0 P.M.
Thursday

an Jose

111 It So. Pecaead
8.0 Seller
Rep,nts
for LA.,

it1300K SHOP

Ea4--wtsofh6ot

C,S5.1

from

them the new look."

Since 1885 the Student’s Florist

JORDAN

’

1
)
HUNTER

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

’
REYNAUD

sophomore history major Leanrd Hunter revealed his vacation
"I’m going to Yosem, I plan to look met’ a plot lip
’s and perhaps buy it, but I’ll
,
only spend the weekend

KENNEDY

declared: "I’m going to Yosemite
- I just love to sit and look at
Half-Dome. I wish I could climl,
it but it’s too early in the year. I
also plan to do some flying in a
twin -passenger plane in my hometown, Taft."
Junior Scott Kennedy. a politic:,1
science major, has a variety of activities planned for his week -lone
vacation: "I will probably be doin’2.
a little studying and a little fish’
ing at Anderson Dam, and filar.about the extent of it."

Easterfime . . . time to remember those "special" people with
lovely flowers. Perhaps a charming
plant or bouquet for your Easter
Hostess . . . or a beautiful corsage for your favorite Easter
Parader. Choose now from our
fresh stock.

there."

Hassle, to senior business
ration major wlio is :Friarad:,
fled, ,11,1 has two children stated;
The leggy look that car
"I haven’t done too much planshort skirts has led to a
ning but during the week I’ll he
cept in hosierychecked. tw
working. On the weekends my wife
stockings.
and
lace
twill e
a
m
y
ehgiving
T
fi,.
and I might go to Reno for a short
todflatter
legs,
vargr I ion."
texture and form, says desir:
Helen Sisson.
4itit

rirestone
NEW TREADS
Applied on sound lire bodies
or on your own tires

Lace Stockings

88
6.70-15
Black

Plus io

You get the same...
Tread width ./Tread design ,
s’ Tread depth siTread rubber
as used in new Firestone Tires

You don’t
need oath tie
I.? Mese vitae
’MN TRA(11.111
TINES MAKE THE
SOWN PAYMENT

pa

on ossy tore

USED TIRE CLEARANCE
Como and Get ’em
much tread left to recap
fPrlced AL95
Plenty of mileage still left in them
from m" UP
*All major brands represented ... We’ll even give you treetop in
but sizes and types are in odd
allowance if your tire is
lots, so he in early for first choice
recappable
... first Come, first served
*Too

BRAKE and FRONT
END SPECIAL!

BATTERY BUY!
Brand
New

1. Adjust Brakes
2. Add Brake Fluid
3. Check Whorl Bearings
4. Align Front End
5. Balance Both
Front Wheels
All
for
Just

95
9,.....,..,.
s.,

S. s
11...k...

Arc
E1
Cars
Come

FIRESTONE STORE
First Street CY
So.
2-0978
599

Mann._

HOXSIE

LEE

Penny free, a junior home ..
wanks major. seems to be a Atu,
enthusiast for she stated:
fiance and I are going to get hi
boat and go water skiing a t1,1
fishing in the Sacramento
We might also attend the Chinese
Students Intercollegiate Organization teSIOi conference in Los Anzeles over vacation."

OVERHAUL
SPECIALS
Auto Trans. $35 and

up

Valve Jobs

up

$15 and

Special Rates
For Students
with A.S.B. Cords

FRED & JOHN’S
GARAGE
1557 S. 1st St.

C.’

Second and
San Fernando
CY 2-8.312

HUM’S

tif

nd rocoppoble tin

Flowers by
Wire
"Worldwide"

5 ;’,5?

Also Willow Glen and Los Gates

STORE FOR MEN . . .

71

South First Street

On The Square
smart, continental styling, newest
square too ... shrunken grain leather....
on the square value in black or coffee bean.

14"
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the
Feminine Touch

Women

By JOYCE FLORES
Women’s Editor

Spring means only one thing to many people.
Not cleaning, not fashion, but l-o-v-e. 1.kt:it discuss
this seasonal phenomenon and how it is symbolized
m SJS tradition.
Hist Spartan milestone on the altar path is the
pinning. This occurs when the main
gives his school or fraternity pin
to his favorite girl. She wears it
proudly over her heart. In exchange for the pin, the sorority
woman usually gives her lavalier
for the man to wear about his
neck.
Often equivalent to pinning, but
with less ceremony are "chaining" and "ringing."
The "chained" woman (no woman is really ever
chained) wears the man’s school key or symbol
around her neck. The "ringed" coed hopefully wears
the man’s class ring on her "marriage finger."
On his little finger, left hand, her man wears
the class ring she gave in return.
But a coed may wear dozens of chains, pins,
rings. etc., before she dons the engagement ring.
There is a permanent quality about this piece Of
jewelry. Unlike other Spartan love symbols, engagement rings come in sets. One piece is the diamond;
the other, a wedding band.

f

wis
rers by
Vire
Idwide"

SHARON MALONEY

A wide selection of imported flannel:,.
rugged tweeds, hard -finished, pure wool
I cio-.o,n and wool mixtures.

I

F’Id Spruces Up
0

Paris boutiques aim to make
1.)cl as fashionable as his mistress. They show collars studded
with colored stones and rhinestones.

TALL GIRL
Dresse. Coo’
Sport wear

1453 The AlamedaCY 3-9766

Open Thurs. Eves,

Charge Accounts

CAPEZIOS from BLOOM’S?

Sparkling
Patents

Swcatci

Values to $99.90

Lingerie,

Peau de-Soir Bows

Robes,

ALTERATIONS FREE

Fmtlic

"1"0"IBBB:r..a..r.

NO DOWN PAYMENT
TAKE 6 MONTHS TO PAY
.V...17VIT21.ew
Open Thursday Nights ’til 9
"The man
who knows
wears
Dundee
Clothes
//

sw,or ciofiset’S
Downtown San Jose

PAMELA TOMAS

largest selection of sizes,
styles and colors in downtown San Jose

PAUL’S CYCLES

doesn’t everybody wear

PENALJO

TOWN & COUNTRY

Come in for a sample ride.

Everything for the

2105

119 South First Street

by

Bicycles

The Shop That Has

You’ll find the talc ,t
patterns and styles to
handsome sport coat and slack combination

4111)"

FLATS CASUALS PLAYSHOES

"All life seems to be is a seriemeetings, classes, meeting-.
,tvcr and ia er Th.,e

SPORT SUITS

foornswselicryjee-

JAll INVADES
ITALIAN CELLAR

Maloney And 0 Brie
Score for The Irish

.1

SUITS

sseather. Vou can fill them up week. (after I finish the course),
with sand or waterthey make 1I’m going to knit my own bath.
terrific Naiad or viater fight ing suit!
Last one in’’, a rotten Easter
weapons!
Filled with water, they can he eggl
used as water wings accommo.ent,
dating two or three persoi:(cozy).
They’re a sure cure for sunburn if you’re.. afraid of becoming
a redskin.
Or, if you still believe in Santa,
Last Friday night, cool and
So what do I do with my you can save your tights to sur- vibrant sounds emitted from the
long, stretchy gartnent? The prise St. Nick with next year dark and casual Italian Cellar,
I and imagine the goodies it’ll while favorite Italian foods were
sum of S3.95 is not to he taken
lightly (especially not on :a hold).
being prepared and served. The
SCHOOL GIRL’S budget!).
Some long, hot summer eve. pizza, as usual, was delicious.
they
may
come
in
useful
to
ning
SHEILA O’BRIEN
Becoming rather pert ur bedi
Different tastes can be satiswith my weighty problem, I , strangle your l’OOMMa te when fied at the cellar. Friday night
side
you
can’t
stand
one
more
I
what
cornered my friends to learn
, jazz’ Saturday night Opera. The
they were going to do with their of her Kingston Trio album. Italian Cellar, at 175 San Aug("Hang
down
your
head
.
.
.1.
castoff pairs of tights.
ustine Street, is San Jose’s only
One practical minded soul swore I Personally. I think I’ve found showcase for talent shows, Fri.
nto wear her socks until it is the cleverest, most economical and Sat. nites. Be sure and
"either too hot or they get too use for my tights. I’ve already phone for reservations. "Opera
prr,* 4-5045.
them. ,o),I n.$) ill ’IMP rid r. "
many snags." (Right now the
’,1!1
snags are winning, she admitt,
Another, a billiagy major
the words of a very busy Spartan stated she Is going to SUS.. hers
coedSheila O’Brien, newly ap- for nature study tours (to the
North Pole to study penguins
pointed head song girl.
Miss O’Brien began cheering no doubt).
SJS teams in fall 1958. While a
Yet another of my well -me
freshman at Immaculate Heart ing friends advised me to s
College in Hollywood, she served them to use as bandages in c.
as song girl for Loyola University of accidents (what mor bid
in Los Angeles. Befiare college thought).
days, Miss O’Brien was song girl
Though all very logical sugfor Ramona High School in Al- gestions, I was still convints
hambra, her home town.
that I hadn’t found the right
In her sophomore year the coed for .my off-season socks. I be
transferred from Immaculate searching old Harper’s Bazaar
Heart to SJS and changed her Confidential magazines t,,
major from liberal arts to kinder- ways of using used tights
ga itt en- raima ry education.
After much research. Ii
Now a junior, Miss O’Brien has
Ilfla" come to the conclusion that
proved herself a leader of beauty
tights CAN be put to good
as well as of songs. She was sefor beachy
eSpeClall y
lected as 1938 Homecoming attendant and as 1958. Neptune s
Bride for Delta Sigma Phi fraterEngland’s Finest
nity.
Miss O’Brien was recently electTHE RALEIGH
ed vice president of her sorority.
Kappa Kappa Gamma.

WOMEN IN THE NEWS

Another man’s world is being
invaded by women, -the world of
journalism. The latest invader of
the SJS press realm is Sharon
Maloney, reeently apponted yeartok editor.
This is the final step in Miss
Maloney’s climb up the staff ladder of La Torre. She was organization co-editor for the 1937 edition. Last semester she stepped up
Dressy Dresses
to the position of assistant editor.
.this semester she filled the shoes
Casuals
if Jack Smith, who recently re-, gned as editor.
Sportswear
Miss Maloney hopes to keep
her posithin for nest year’s La
Bathing Suits
Torre. "Theo, I can really give
it a new look," she said.
This new look would be all act(.... /mit rd Za.s
y
’ demic one. "Since we’re all here
I
tor an education, I think this is
(
Important. I’d like the book to
wig our
t011eat.011
feature SJS training programs for
teachers, nurses, journalists, etc."
455 East William near Tenth
CYpress 4-7629
Despite her interest in journalism, Miss Maloney’s major is English. She plans to obtain a junior
The Best Buys in Town :Ugh teaching credential. Music is
her minor.
Home to the 22 -year-old junior is Placerville, where her faFACTORY TO YOU
ther, the Rev. Mr. C. Richard
Maloney. is pastor of the First
Baptist Church.
Before coming to SJS, Miss Maioney worked a year and a half
ts assistant director of Christian
-duct-Ilion at Hurlong Community
Church in Hurlong.
Now, she spends summers as
he only woman camp counselor
!’or Hurlong Public School camp.
Other Spartan activities for the
Torre editor are Spartan Y.
ii Inch she serves as vice president;
International Students Organiza
I on; and Roger Williams Fellow-hip, which she led as president
ist semester.
When asked if she had any
MIX.A;;D-MATCH
speiial &cants for the future,
Miss Maloney. paused, then said,
THESE 2 COMPLETE
"That depends."
OUTFITS TO GIVE YOU
The dream includes attendinst
4 WARDROBE
lterkeley Baptist Divinity School
-for a year, or so, in preparation
CHANGES!
kir work in the Student YWCA."

ps Gees

Coed Finds Self in A Tight Spot
By JOANNE OSMAN
I am troubled vtith a weighty
problem.
at weighs 4’2 ounces to be
exact.)
My troubles are blue, red, or
black -medium size. They are
tights.
And if lou haven’t heard the
news, it’s spring (well, almost),
birds are singing, and girls
aren’t wearing tights any more.

5he giedI C,(j,
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iddle y ur tor-,

on three heel height!, by the dancer,
cobbler ... come see why everybody doe’,

SIZES 10.20

11,0 8.95 to 12.95

heels 16.95

our largrit assortment eter i,s here non

1

,

ALL GIRL
31 E. Son Antonio
pi..,,,,,, lit nd 2,1 511

OPEN THURSDAY i2 NOON ’CI 9

331-100M’S
135 SOUTH FIRST DOWNTOWN

VALLEY FAIR

1324 UNCOI-N
-

VENUE

WILLOW LON

r,

ART iN D1111.V

11.,r.-1,

What Happened to Fauntleroy?

1,111,1

Shaped Like A Woman;
Tailored Like A Man

By PETER WALLS
Slowly but surely, the world of
inen’s fashions is becoming as tut, predictable as the women’s.
And with the arrival of spring, I
the men’s fashion world takes on;
a lightweight look, in new colors
and fabrics.
Synthetic fibers such as dacron,
orlon and rayon viscose, while not
threatening to take over the industry. are playing an even greater role this year in combination
with cotton and wool in 1959
spring attire.
In suits, the big color this
year is tithelight, dark and
alhe drab. A wide ariety of
stolid colors and fancy patterns
makes this spring’s well-dressed
man seem the arch defender of
conservatism.
Of course, the trend is toward
lightweight suits of synthetic fibers mixed with cotton or wool in
ranges of weights and colors. In
the California climate, these suits
are very often the popular attire
all year around, since they are
wrinkle-resistant and in many cases washable.
Even more popular than last
year is the "natural shoulder" look
I with little or no padding, and with
a straight hang at the waist.
The trouser style calls for no
pleats in front. A single flap or
plain button accompany the
back piaket%. Again, synthetic
fibers provide a pant that will
near well with little wrinkling.
In the field of sport coats, the
popular style this season is the
casual cotton in both solid and
fancy colors. Again, lightness for
the summer evening is a must.
In the dress shirt realm, tab
down collars and short sleeves are
. becoming a summer regular. In
red, yellow, blue and off-white
colors, these summer shirts are a
, must for the well-dressed man’s
wardrobe.
Sport shirts are getting fancier
by the year. This season they are
popular in the pullover shirt with
a three-button front. In both solid
colors and fancy prints, they offer
the latest in fashionable apparel.
The knee-length "keystone cops"
or "John L." suit is again popti------

I’lus spring, ii s toe normal PrISe her esti ill In appenri,’
look. The "natural silhouettes is for melting dates in afternoeu
the season’s new form. Clothes. style dresses anti picture hats.
says one fashion magazine. will be Dress fabrics will be organza and
"shaped like a woman and tailored chiffon, styled with poured-in
pleats.
like a man."
The waistline will appear In its, Fabrics in general will be fluid
normal place and be accented by and airy, as befits spring. They
sashes, wide belts, and will come in such fresh pastels
cummerbunds. New roundness and as pale apricot off to tangerine.
broadness at the shoulders will i Of course the standard combination, black and white. will be in
accent mid-figure narrowness.
In coats. however, waistlines I vogue.
contrast will
Donna Becklin, above, shows
will rise. Some coats will be shell- : This particttlar
turn up in bold, splashy checks.
the -pale face’ look for spring.
shaped: others will be cut like !
small
meth shirts. Recalling the ’30t.j Patterns also include
Only her eyes are dark. Donna
will he the double breasted, belted; checks and polka dots in both Smith wears conventional "war
overcoat. The 7 8 coat will be sizes.
paint."
Our fashion - conscious woman
Sok,00.0 by Bob Chr;Orrion
worn with matching skirt.
will
he
a
blonde
this
spring,
from
Jackets will have an important
will
head
to
toe.
Only
her
eyes
place in a smart woman’s wardHer beauty ssitt I.
robe. She will wear wide, short be dark.
U
make-up. Dresjackets over skirts. Short. collar- , accented by pale
shoes all will be .
less ones will form an ensemble stockings,
pastel tint’
F
with bare-sleeved dresses. Many
dresses will come with jackef Pleats will shape many ski
Above the waist wide, shoi
sleeves, and wide, bateau ro
lines will be the vogue. Mn
strand necklaces will be masse,
Swim wear is more exciting than 1
By JUDY WHITE
at the throat.
Our fashionable doll will cur- ever this season.
! The eyes play ;in important role
Bright, bright colors --orange in this spring’s make-up limelight.
aqua, yellow, blue are tops in the
r nautical fashion world. Flowered I Many new fresh colors almost
; glow with their vividness. The new
I prints. cantly stripes. and glen
, colors range from hot oranges to
plaids also are popular.
I the very palest of pink.
According to fashion experts the
White lipstick used under or
; two-piece swim suit is here to stay
over the new colors may create
-for a season at least.
Among popular styles are the an iridescent effect. The center of
new drape sheaths and the hour- the lips should be of a lighter
’ glass. The low back swim suit is color to create an effect of depth.
New colors can be created by add.
still a big favorite.
Fabrics used this season are cot mg white or mixing two shades
ton, bengaline. sharkskin, elas- together.
The pale colors used this spring
ticised rib-knit and other elasticised materials. However, knits are to direct the attention to the
eyes, which will be accented more.
will be less popular.
! Fancy caps with colorful leaf- The jolt of these fresh new colors
When you see this sign there’s
fringe effects will be worn by the is enough to get any woman out
Just one thing to do -turn around
of her "safe red or pink" rut.
well -dressed seasider.
and take a new route. If you’ve
reached a dead end in planning
I New types of mascara, eye shayour career, maybe you should
dow and other eve make-up are
do the same.
meeasier to apply now. Too much
A few minuteS spent with the
the eyes in a
Wen men. i
11,.en’t eye shadow can lose
head of our campus unit will
maze of color. Eyes are still to
already noticed, the waistlines are
tring to light the many advert.
keep the natural look but are deft . still ’with us. Except for a few k
tages of a career in life insurance
sales. Take the time now to look
modified versions the chemise has nitely to be accented.
.,to tee possibilities.
Eye shadow can be worn airy.
left.
. The chemise fad was short-lived time of the day and not just kept
A, RAY FREEMAN
, because women were only looking hidden for "special occasions."
2;0 North Four,h St.
’ for a change hist year. The chem. Curled eyelashes create a wide ’
CY 7.5707
ise concealed some of women’s het- awake look so important for
ter assets. Propaganda was high spring. Mascara, used discreetly, ’
PROVIDENT MUTUAL
for the chemise but women weren’t can do a lot to create the effect
Life Insurance Company
if larg," eyes.
convinced.
cf
’addph.a

ghHer
a e ace
,
Sighs "’ale

Swim Suits Take
Backward Glance

Once Upon A Ti

I

SPECIAL FEkTt -RE
for the (,nidutite
A Class Ring For Him Or For Her

MENS RING (large size)
RED

Or

$32.78

LADIES RING (smaller size)

$19.38

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

90 -day delivery from day of order

Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities

(all texas ;r1clucled I

Suddenly it’s
Spring!

Waistcoats, first a mere fad
and 1101V firmly entrenched in
the closet of the well -dressed
man, are enjoying their most
popular comeback since t he beginning of World War II.
In solid colors and casual prints.;
the vest is a truly fine added at- I
traction to the man’s clothes variety. One clothier In San Jose
predicts the return of the three
piece suit next fall. A popular col- ,
or is again olive to accompany’ ,
this season’s most popular color
suits.
To round off the wardrobe.
111..n’s
ties are again thin

And a precious moment
when you rece;vo
flowers frc,rn

BAKMAS
CORSAGES
BOUQUETS

Hou,e of Flowers"

10th and Santa Clara

CY 2-0642

ote
crzscab
our fabulous

S

spring

n ew

collection

Poup le pcrt guy
1749 Park Ave.
San Jose, Calif
Telephone CY 2-1508

L ART

arkt,’
-s

-4.tcc
This Rose Marie Reid elasticized
cotton knit will make the big splash
when diving into the surin,er-sea-scene
.

.

.its gay print is drenched with

the tlues and greens of ocean waves.

.

.

you’ll he very partial to the "dare -back"
styling and wide V -straps.

.

re;t

. 10 - 14
19.95

With above orders, a deposit of $10 is required
Balance can be paid $5 per month

RED or BLUE STONEi

Hart’s, Sportswear, Street Floor
Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation phqtos. Your
sele,:tion is Retouched.

PC)" 5-0567
275 SO. FIRST STREET
(NEXT TO U.A. THEATRE)

41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CY 2-8960

I.

Sunnyvale Plaza - Taaffe Street at McKinley

;;L:sis,41s-

deka

BLUE STONE)

1111111.11,111i.
Neal’ eitiplut+1/11% li, jilt ii iii
I diagonal stripes in subdued colors ly. By careful shopping an
for any occasion. Belts are largely dent’s budget, one can
striped elastic or cotton hacked the finest in quality ,it the
cost.
by leather.

San Jose - Santa Clara Street at Market

Coeds Look Ahead
To Top -Knot Style
Peacocks no longer have a
inonopoly on bright -c olo red
ii.athers.
Feminine feathers in the form
-if vividly dyed hair styles are
, ’king the fashion world by storm.
Introduced at spring fashion
-itowings in New York. the:color:A tresses are obtained with
permanent dyes or tempora,
rinses.
Dyes come in a variety of pink
mven. tangerine, blue and red
Beige tones, with pink, green
gold added, are also popular,
Rinses. which wash out with
:hampon. come in shades of envy
green, merry apricot and tickled
pink.
The vivid dyes require bleaching of the hair first. For till.reason most hair tinting is don.
professionally. While the initial
,st is about the same as standard
;,mxide treatment, the upkeep
the colored hairdo I’s slight P
more expensive..
Although colored hairdos has i
not yet appeared on this campus.
they may well be the next color
fad of the coed.
And, as a replacement to colored
:tockings, the new hair styles
!night prove more popular with
’Imp male element on campm
NT N.

lar. as is the call length senti-pant
suit. ’rhe "key -stone" creation uswally is striped, while both the
thigh -cutter and the calf length
togs come in white, tan, maize and
light blue.
In a student’s school wear pant,
ivy league with simple back pocket flaps is again vogue.
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